
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

~400 Chestnut Street Tower II

February 19, 1985

Director of' Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Ms. E. Adensam, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 4i
Division of' Licensing

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

In the Matter of' the Application of )Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority 50-391

By letter dated August 19, 1983, TVA provided, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.419
and NUREG-0588, information demonstrating compliance with the equipment
qualification requirements for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) unit 1. By
letters dated July 2~4 and August 1~4, 19811, TVA provided updated and additional
information, respectively, to that submitted by the August 19, 1983 letter.

By letter dated December 20, 19811, TVA provided updated information to that
submitted by the referenced letters and information formally addressing various
NRC concerns and questions discussed in conference calls and meetings. As noted
in the submittal, several of the NRC Staff concerns could not be fully addressed
at that time due to the unavailability of information and/or the need for
additional calculations/analyses.

It is TVA's understanding that the NRC Staff has completed its review of the
Watts Bar unit 1 electrical equipment environmental qualification program.
Questions and concerns resulting from the review have been discussed in
conference calls on December 18, 19811, and January 25, February 7 and 11, 1985.
The enclosure to this letter provides: (1) a discussion of the resolution or
status of remaining open items discussed in the referenced conference calls
(enclosure 1), (2) a thermal analysis on the use of an insulation blanket on
post accident monitoring instrumentation in the valve vault room (enclosure 2),
(3) an update of equipment status concerning replacement of equipment before
unit 1 fuel load (enclosure 3), and (11) justifications for interim operation
(JIOs) and equipment qualification sheets (EQS) for the equipment discussed in
enclosure 1 (enclosure 11).

As discussed and agreed in the conference call of February 7, 1985, TVA will
provide revised or new EQ3s by initial criticality for equipment required to be
installed before fuel load. Formal revisions to the environmental qualification
(EQ) report will be forwarded approximately three months after the issuance of
the Watts Bar unit 1 operating license.

In order to avoid misinterpretations which could lead to unwarranted enforcement
actions, TVA wishes to point out that TVA's preventive maintenance (PM) program
entirely supersedes that information in the EQ report as a controlling document
for PM requirements. Also, we wish to document our understanding that no
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Director of' Nuclear Reactor Regulation February '19, 1985

extension request will be required to be submitted to NRC for that equipment
which will not be fully qualified as of March 31, 1985. It is recognized,
however, that adequate JIOs will be required for that equipment which is not
fully qualified at the time of fuel load. These JIOs will be valid until
November 30, 1985 at which time an extension request would need to be provided
for any equipmn~t which is not fully qualified.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please get in touch with
D. B. Ellis at FTS 858-2681.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

R. H. Shell
Nuclear Engineer

Sworn tqan subscr' ed before me
this L -da y of g~. 19 8 5.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires

Enclosures (41)
cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enclosures)

Region II
Attn: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323



DISCUSSION OF OPEN ITEMS

Listed below are the resolution or status of open items as mutually agreed upon
between TVA and the NRC.

1. Recalculation of Primary Containment and Valve Vault Room Temperatures

A. By letter dated Feburary 16, 1985, TVA responded to an NRC request for
additional information regarding main steamline break (MSLB) accident
analysis at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Parts of TVA's response were
prepared by Westinghouse Electric Corporation (W) who indicated that
an analysis of the Watts Bar containment temperature response following
a postulated MSLB was performed using a revised version of LOTIC-3
(WCAP-8354, Supplement 3) (described in detail-in W's submittal to NRC
dated September 10, 1984). W concluded that using the above mentioned
model, the peak temperature from a postulated MSLB inside containment is
less than the FSAR limiting break. Since the design temperature
(3270 F) was used for the environmental qualification of the affected
equipment, the equipment's qualification will not be invalidated as a
result of the MSLB inside containment reanalysis.

B. A preliminary calculation based upon Catawba data for an MSLB
inside the valve vault revealed a peak temperature greater than the
design temperature TVA used for qualification. A safety evaluation
was performed which demonstrated that all devices in the valve
vault except certain post-accident monitoring (PAM) instrumentation
would either fail safe or perform their safety functions before
exceeding their qualification temperatures. The PAM instrumen-
tation, as documented in EQS-NEB-xX-48, is protected from the peak
temperatures by an insulation blanket which prevents the temperature at
the instruments from exceeding the qualification temperature. A
preliminary thermal analysis demonstrating the effectiveness of the
thermal blanket is provided in Enclosure 2.

Final resolution of this item will be provided before initial
criticality.

2. NSSS Instrument Accuracies

As previously stated in TVA's letter dated December 20, 1984, and in
conference calls on January 25 and February 7, 1985, the wide range reactor
coolant system pressure transmitters, steam line pressure transmitters, and
containment pressure transmitters, all of which are NSSS PAM Instruments,
were found not to meet the accuracy requirements established for PAM
channels in FSAR 7.5-1. Nonconformance reports were written and corrective
actions were determined. For the steam line pressure transmitters, the
corrective actions are discussed under the comments on EQS-NEB-1-21 and -40.
For the containment pressure transmitters, the corrective actions are
discussed under the comments on EQS-NEB-30-27. Finally, for the wide range
reactor coolant system pressure transmitters, a final 10CFR50.55(e) report
was submitted to NRC on October 3, 1983 which provided justification for use
of the transmitters presently installed.
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3. Submergence

A safety evaluation was performed and submitted to NRC by letter December 20,
1984 on the submergence of all 10CFR50.49 equipment inside primary
containment. For all submerged equipment inside containment required to
operate and/or not fail for the specified Design Basis Accidents (DBA)
eausing the flooding, TVA has either removed the equipment, relocated the
equipment above flood level, or has qualified the equipment for submergence.
The only equipment required -to.be qualified for submergence are the wide -
range reactor coolant -system (RCS) temperature detectors. The submergence
qualified temperature detectors are to be installed before fuel load and are
discussed on EQS-WBN-NEB-68-28 previously submitted to NRC.

4. Status Change List

Enclosure 3 is a list of unit 1 equipment -which was status IV in table -
1.1 of the October 1984 EQ report revision. All equipment on this list has
either been replaced or will be replaced by fuel load or is no longer
status IV for other reasons.

5. Generic Cable Qualification

In a conference call on December 18, 1984, NRC representatives stated that in
general TVA's methodology of generically qualifying cables was unacceptable.
However, the NRC stated that they would accept the generic qualification
approach as justification for interim operation (JIO) until November 30,
1985. The JIOs for cables are contained in Enclosure 4. TVA is presently
preparing a test program to fully qualify the cables. Furthermore, the
Tefzel-insulated cable-was omitted from this test program since TVA has
informally submitted additional data to NRC consisting of a production MIL
Specification and a copy of a letter to Du Pont requesting certification that
all Tefzel insulation is essentially the same.

6. Resolutions of NRC Questions on Specific Equipment Qualification Sheets
(EQS) in January 25 and February 7, 1985 Conference Calls

A. EEB EQSs

(1) EEB-0047

The actual elevations as requested by the NRC, not the floor
elevations, are as follows for the identified devices:

1-FSV-30-15-B EL. 737'
1-FSV-30-17-A EL. 737'
1-FSV-30-56-A EL. 735'
1-FSV-30-58-B EL. 739' 8"
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(2) EEB-0057 and 0073

These valve positioners are in testing at Wyle Labs. Scheduled
completion date is March 1, 1985. TVA expects no problems
with qualification of these devices.

(3) EEB-0058

All system 31 limit switches have been replaced with qualified
switches. All system 90 limit switches will be replaced before
fuel 'Load with qualified switches.

(4) EEB-0060

All equipment in this EQS will be replaced with qualified
equipment before fuel load.

(5) EEB-0076

TVA has determined that the equipment in this EQS is located in
a mild environment and therefore will be removed from the
10CFR50.49 program.

(6) EEB-0085

All equipment on this EQS has been replaced with qualified
equipment.

(7) EEB-0006

TVA confirms that the room mentioned in this EQS is air-
conditioned at 75 F which is indicated by Note 12 on the
Environmental Drawing 47E235-45 RO (in EQ report).

(8) EEB-CSM-1

This EQS discussed the qualification of PLAS-DUX material that
TVA was to use in sealing conduits. However, TVA has decided
to use qualified Conax connectors instead. EQS EEB-CSM-1 was
removed and replaced with the EQS EEB-CSC-1 in the last
revision, stamped October 1984, of the EQ report previously
submitted to NRC. EQS EEB-CSC-1 discusses the qualification of
the Conax connectors.

(9) EEB-TB-1

NRC reviewed this EQS and had essentially three questions
dealing with radiation, temperature, and use of Dow Corning RTV
3140 as a protective coating on the terminals of the terminal
blocks (TBs). The three areas are addressed as follows:
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a. Radiation - TVA had not done any radiation testing on the
RTV, as stated in the EQS; however, TVA has manufacturer's
radiation data on the RTV which indicated 8the material is
acceptable for use after exposure to 1x10 rads. TVA is in
the process of trying to obtain the necessary qualification
data. If this is not possible, TVA will test the RTV
before November 30, 1985. A JIO is contained in Enclosure 4.

b. Temperature - The EQS stated that the uncoated TBs were
qualified to 3420 F. Upon further review, TVAihas
determined that the uncoated TBs were only tested to 330 F,
and the coated TBs to 342 F; however, both of these
temperature limits envelope the maximum accident
temperature of 327 F for which they must perform their
safety function.

c. Use of RTV Coating on TBs - TVA uses the RTV 3140 coating
on TBs located in harsh environment areas subject to
moisture exposure either by conduit condensate, steam, or
chemical spray.

(10) EEB-PNL-1

A thermal aging test (257 F for 1360 hours) was done on the
equipment on the EQS which enveloped, with considerable margin,
the design basis accident temperature of 197 0 F. The
qualification of the equipment was based upon analysis and
partial test data, as discussed on the EQS, not just analysis
alone as implied by NRC in the conference call on January 25, 1985.
The equipment on the EQS will be made part of TVA's Q-List and
will be incorporated in TVA's maintenance and surveillance
program.

(11) EEB-BD-1, -2, -3, -4 and EEB-MC-1, -2, -3, and -4

The EQSs submitted to NRC discussed in detail the construction
and principles of operation on a generic basis of the circuit
breakers and explained why the operation of the breakers for a
cable fault during an accident will not be affected by aging or
the higier temperature unless possibly speeding up the
operation of the breakers.

TVA also believes that the thermal aging test discussed for
EEB-PNL-1 provides additional support for the similar equipment
on the EQS. The equipment on the EQS will be made part of
TVA's Q-list and be incorporated in TVA's maintenance and
surveillance program.
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As an additional note, in a' conference call with NRC representatives onFebruary 11, 1985, NRC mentioned some failures of circuit breakers at
Mississippi Power and Light (MPL). TVA will investigate the circuit
breaker failure at MPL and its applicability to TVA's breakers and willreport back to NRC at a later date. The NRC representatives involved inthe call stated they will accept our present EQSs and JIOs until November
30, 1985. TVA will continue to work with NRC to resolve problems with
TVA's methodology of circuit breaker qualification.

B. NEB EQS

(1) NEB-XX-6

All equipment on the EQS has been replaced with qualified
equipment.

(2) NEB-1-21

TVA has reevaluated the equiment on the EQS and has determined
that this equipment is located in a mild environment. It will
be removed from the 10CFR50.49 program.

(3) NEB-30-27

All equipment on the EQS will be replaced with qualified
equipment before fuel load.

(4) NEB-1-4o

TVA has reevaluated the equipment on the EQS and has determined
that this equipment is located in a mild environment. It will
be removed from the 10CFR50.49 program.

(5) NEB-94-48

The incore thermocouple system is still not fully qualified.
A new JIO is provided in Enclosure 4.

C. MEB EQS

(1) MEB-30-0001 MEB-65-0030
MEB-30-0011 MEB-65-0130
MEB-30-0012 MEB-65-0132
MEB-30-0013 MEB-65-0163
MEB-30-0015
MEB-30 -0016
MEB-30 -0017
MEB-30-0019

All equipment on these EQSs has been replaced with qualified
equipment.
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(2) MEB-30-0006
MEB-65-0009
MEB-65-0010

All equipment on these EQSs will be replaced with qualified
equipment before fuel load.

(3). MEB-30-0002

The MEB Index Sheet in the EQ report referenced an EEB EQS-0066
which was not contained in the EQ report. EEB EQS-0066 was not
contained in the EQ report because TVA had since reevaluated theequipment in the MEB EQS and had determined that this equipment
is located in a mild environment and therefore was removed fromthe 10CFR50.49 program and the EQ report.

(4) MEB-30-0005

TVA has reevaluated the equipment on this EQS and has determined
that this equipment is located in a mild environment and
therefore will be removed from the 10CFR50.49 program.

(5) MEB-3-0111

TVA has reevaluated the qualification of the equipment in theEQS and has determined that this equipment is now qualified and
therefore will not be replaced. The revised EQS showing the
qualification of this equipment is contained in Enclosure 4.

7. New EQS, Not Previously Submitted to NRC

At the time of the submittal of the last revision of the WBN EQ report,October 1984, TVA, due to an oversight, did not submit an EQS for FT-72-
13 and FT-72-34. TVA has recently installed qualified devices forthese transmitters. The qualification of these devices are discussed
in EQS-WBN-NEB-72-50 contained in Enclosure 4.
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ENCLOSURE 2

THERMAL BLANKET ANALYSIS



POSTACCIDENT MONITORING THERMAL ANALYSIS

Barton transmitters are used to provide postaccident monitoring (PAM) ofenvironmental conditions in the valve vault at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN).The environmental conditions which these PAM instruments were expected toexperience were based upon an analysis which failed to consider the effectsof steam superheating following steam generator tube uncovery during a mainsteam line break (MSLB). The inclusion of steam superheating produces peakenvironmental temperatures which exceed current PAM instrument qualification
temperatures by 30 to 400F. These instruments were recently insulated witha custom-designed 2-inch-thick thermal cover to protect them from theincreased temperatures. A thermal analysis was performed to verify thattemperatures seen by the insulated instrument are less, than the environmental
qualification profile. The results of this analysis are discussed below.

The thermal analysis of a PAM transmitter was performed using a two-
dimensional axisymmetric HEATING5 (reference 1) model of the transmitter
casing. The valve vault atmospheric temperature profile, which was used asthe temperature forcing function input into the HEATING5 code, wasconstructed assuming that (1) peak superheating in the steam generator
occurred instantaneously at time zero, (2) the duration of the peak
atmospheric temperature was 20 minutes, and (3) the peak environmental
temperature used in the analysis was 470 F. The preceding assumptions
conservatively maximize the amount of heat transferred to the PAM instrument
since (1) superheat is not generated until steam generator tube uncovery, (2)after the onset of superheat, a finite period of time will be required
#(depending on break size and auxiliary feedwater flow rate) before peaksuperheat and consequently peak temperature occurs; (3) auxiliary feedwaterflow will be terminated by operator action at 10 minutes, thereby ensuring
that superheat will be terminated almost immediately for a large break andwithin the 20-minute timeframe for small breaks; and (4) the peak atmospherictemperature used in the analysis was 200F higher than was generated usingvendor-supplied data. Therefore, the temperature forcing function isbelieved to be conservative. Additionally, the 1.5-watt heat generation rateof the instrument was included as an internal forcing function to simulatethe operational heat load.

The heat transfer boundary conditions for the PAM instrument model were basedupon the Uchida correlation during condensate heat transfer and uponconvective heat transfer after the insulation surface temperature exceededthe steam saturation temperature. The maximum Uchida heat transfer
coefficient (282 Btu/hrft 2F) was conservatively assumed until the insulationsurface temperature reached saturation and then a forced convection heattransfer coefficient based upon vendor-supplied blowdown data was used duringthe remainder of the blowdown. After the blowdown period, the heat transfercoefficient was chosen to be the larger of the turbulent free convectioncoefficient or the minimum Uchida heat transfer coefficient (2.0 Btu/hrft2 %)for the remainder of the transient.

E75042.02 -1- NEB-Feb. 12, 1985



The results of the analysis are depicted in Figure 1 and clearly demonstrate
that the peak temperature seen by the PAM transmitter casing (curve D)
remains well within its environmental qualification profile (Figure 2). Themaximum transmitter case temperature (point E on Figure 1) is 292.7°F andoccurs at the thermal short created by the 1-1/2-inch mounting bracket
connection to a 1/4-inch steel mounting plate (see Figure 3). Curves
depicting typical insulation temperatures are shown on Figure 1 to illustrate
that cooldown is occurring at the end of the transient.-

REFERENCES

1. Turner, W. D., et al., HEATING5-An IBM 360 Heat Conduction Program,
ORNL/CSD/TM-15, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
March 1977.
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Figure 2. Test Envelope for In-Containment -HELB
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ENCLOSURE 3

STATUS CHANGE LIST



REPLACEMENT LISTING

ID Number Comments

1-PCV-1-12 (LS)
1-PS-3-139A
1-PS-3-139B
1-PS-3-139D
1-PS-3-144A
1-PS-3-144B
1-PS-3-144D
1-FSV-30-2
1-FSV-30-5
1-FSV-30-28
1-FSV-30-29
1-FSV-30-60
1-FSV-30-61
1,-FSV-30-62
1-FSV-30-69
0-HTR-30-147-A
0-HTR-30-156-B
1-MTR-30-190
1-MT R-30-191
0-TS -30-192B-A
0-TS-30-193A-B
1-FCV-31-305-B (LS)
1-FCV-31-309-A (LS)
1-FCV-31-326-A (Ls)
1-FCV-31-330-A (LS)
1-FSV-62-77
1-FSV-63-23
1-FSV-63-38
1-FSV-63-41
1-FSV-63-42
1-FSV-63-43
1-FSV-63-84
1-FSV-65-8
1-FSV-65-10
0-TS-65-16-A
0-HTR-65-17-A
1-FSV-65-24
1-FSV-65-26
1-FSV-65-27
1-FSV-65-28A
1-FSV-65-28B
1-FSV-65-30
0-TS-65-36-B
0-HTR-65-37-B
0-FSV-65-47A
0-FSV-65-47B
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REPLACEMENT LISTING (Continued)

ID Number Comments

1-FSV-65 -51
1 -FSV-65 -52
1-FSV-65-53
1-PSV-65-81 A
1-P SV-65-83-B
1-FSV-67-170
1-PT-68 -66
1-FSV-68 -305
0-MT R-70 -33 -B
0-MT R-70-3 8-B
0-MT R-70-46 -A
0-MTR-70-51 -S
0-MTR-70-5 9-A
1-FCV-70-85 (LS)
1-FCV-74-12
1-FCV-74-24
1 -FSV-77-10
1 -FSV-77- 17
1-FSV-77-19
1-FSV-77-20
1-FSV-81-12
1-FCV-90-107-A (LS)
1-FCV-90-111-A (LS)

i 1-FCV-90-113-A (LS)
1-FCV-90-117-A (LS)
1 CONT SPRAY PMP RM

1A-A CIR FAN MTR
1 CONT SPRAY PMP RM

1B-B CIR FAN MTR
2 EGTS RM CL R FA N

A-A MTrR
2 EGTS RM CLR FAN

B-B MTIR
1 RHR P MP RM 1A-A

COOLE R FAN MTR
1 RHR P MP RM 1B-B

COOLE R FAN MTR
1 PIP E CHASE CLR FANS

1A-A
1 PIPE CHASE CLR FANS

1B-B
1 SIS PMP RM CLR

FANS 1A-A MTR
1 SIS PMP RM CLR

FANS 1B-B MTR
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REPLACEMENT LISTING (Continued)

ID Number Comments

1 CENT CHG PMP RM
CLRS 1A-A FAN MTR

1 CENT CHG PMP RM
CLRS 1B-B FAN MTR

1 EL 692 PEN RM CLR
FAN MrRS -lA-A, 1B-B

1 EL 713 PENT RM
CLRS FAN MTRS 1A-A, 1B-B

1 EL 737 PENT RM
CLRS FAN MWRS 1A-A, 1B-B

O CCS BOOSTER & SPENT
FUEL PIT PMP CLR
FAN MTRS 1A-A, 1B-B
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fomi TVA 10697 (EN DES 1-84) EN DES CALCULATIONS
TITLE JUSTIFICATION FOR INTERIM OP .TI!FO TT SUyZi LNA"T

TRIAXIAL CABLE (73C7-84595)
PREPARING ORGANIZATION KEY NOUNS (Consilt MEDS CIS DESCRIPTORS LIST)

l i EEB
l BRANCH/PROJECT IDENTIFIERS Each time these calcuIations are isue ---

number is f-i-e---------------,--hI- - " - C LdL uriginai imui MEDS accession
Rev

RO

(for MEDS' use)
MEDS accession number

'185 0 21 I

*r .List all pages added
FY 2 X by this revision.

'- E -i
E - List all pages deleted
0 by this revision.

List all pages changed
by this revision.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The triaxial cable used in Class lE circuits inside and outside containment, lacksdocumentation to prove its qualification in harsh environments.

ABSTRACT

Based on a combination of test data and engineering analysis, the triaxial cable hasbeen shown to be acceptable for performance of Class lE operation until the NRC'sfinal compliance date for equipment qualification.

] Continuation sheet(s) used.

7 Microfilm and store calculation in MEDS Service Center.

7 Microfilm and retmrn calculation to:

MEDS accession number



Unit No. 1 Pj d i
} ;Reisin - EQS No. EEB-CBL-1 .1

~11) No.
,PreparerA ate <Ty T~ //j/qAH,, , ,r;l Cable)

Reviewer/Date Rey 60 -/ Ab)

WBN EDT QUE A OLIFTCATON sMr (MS)
Manufacturer and Model No. ITT Surprenant Division

Verification of Table Information (Table J.li-6A, Sheet 1015

X uipment Type - The equipment has been identified as per TVA ID number
designations (such as, MOV, SOV).

X Location - The location has been identified (such as, inside primary
containment, annulus, individually cooled roams, general spaces, or area
affected by HLB outside primary containment).

X Component - A unique TVA m number has been assigned (such as, l-FSV-68-308).
X Function - A functional description of the component has been given (such as,

steam generator blowdown).
X Contract No., Manufacturer, and Model to. - The contract number, manufacturer,

and model number have been given.
X Abnorrml or Accident Environment - All abnormal or accident environmental

conditions applicable to this equipment have been identified either in tables or
by references to figures from tables.

X Environment to Which Qualified - The environment to which the equipment has been
qualified is addressed in either the tables or the environmental analysis
attached.

x Category - A category of a, b, c, or d has been defined for the-
equipment.

x Operation and Accuracy Required and Demonstrated - The operation
* and accuracy required and demonstrated have been defined.

Qualification Status (check if apolicable, NA if not)
Oua-lfied Life (If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualified life with a
numerical entry): See ADDendix 1

X Qualification Report and Method - A qualification report and the method of
qualification has been identified on the Table Input Data Sheet (TIDS).

X Fmvironmnta1*Ana~lsis - An environmental analysis has been done, attached to
the EQS, and independently reviewed by the responsible organization.

X Qualification by Similarity (If applicable) - A justification for qualification
by similarity is attached to the EQS considering all the above factors and
referenced to the appropriate tables.

NA Qualification of Several Exact Conpnents (If applicable) - When an EQS is used
for more than one item, a list of all exact components is given as an appendix
with all references to appropriate tables with justification for qualification
considering all the above factors.

NA Interim Oualification (If applicable) - (Open item) - Component has been
determined to be qualified only for a limited interim operation, an NCR has
been written, and plan of action has been determined to yield a qualified
component.

Term of Interim Qualification -_-_-
NCR No.

L Qualified Compnent - (Open item) - (If applicable) - Component has been
determined to be unqualified; the following is attached to E2S: NCR number,
reason for non-qualification, and justification of continued operation.
NM No. WBNEEB8501

-



- -- ,.-.--- -- --

-- Preparer/Date t o i 2- 5--S

B-Reviewer/Date %:=2 64aca) I-
EEB-CBL-18.1
Appendix 1 Rev
.Sheet 1 of

ITT-Surfptena-ntDivision-- Contractf'l-'73C7-84595 -' -

1. The triaxial cable consists of cross-linked polyethylene for-the primary
insulation.and cross-linked polyolefin for the inner and outer jackets.

-2. -Cable is located outside the reactor building and outside the steam valve
.-: ..:.:vault-'ro-oms where-it- is subj-ect-to--the-following possible-environmental

conditions:.

Normal/Abnormal

-Temperature: 1040F/1100 F
.'Relativte ..Humidity:, - 80%/9-
Pressure: -. Atm

s Radiation:. 1X104 rads
.Chemical .Spray: - NA.. --

HELB

2200 F
i . .- .. .--1 00% . -,

-15.9 PSIA
1x108 rads

'-''' X-NA,--

3. ''The manufacturer tested samples of the cable in an autoclave to the
following conditions: .. '. - I I... .. . . ..

T-- emperature ,
Pressuir"--:
Relative Humidity
Radiation- '

Chemical Spr-ay.:

-300OF_

: 67.PSIA - ; :
- 100%
.':- 2x 8 rads-prior to autoclave test (at rate of 1

megarad/hour:.to simulate. 40 year life)
- Borated water, pH 8.0-8.5

The cable samples performed successfully in operational tests after the
autoclave exposure.

4. Based on the above tests and our-knowledge of the successful performance of
other cables of this type construction after aging and environmental tests,
we conclude that the results show that this cable will perform its safety ,
function satisfactorily until the NRC's final compliance date for equipment
qualification. At that time it will either be deemed qualified by virtue of
testing by Wyle Laboratories or replaced with fully qualified cables.

014160.10
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Purchase Orcer Ho.:
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]nacteristic
'olnd uctor

Gauge
k Stranding
Type ..

Lay
O.D.
Strand O.D.-
EMongatioa
Strand D.C.R.

'rirnary Tn^.ulation
Compound
Color i c
)10 Wall

nnc~r SIe:ld
Gauge
Type
Ends
Carriers
PickIs
O.D.
Csvernge--

Mrer -.TIt .
Compound
Color
Min. Wall
0.D.

ter Snield
Gauge
Type
Ends
Carriers.
Picks
Nlomn. O. D.
CogeC

]Peou ireirent

18 AWG
7/26
rin copper
.646" 1iom.
.048" xom.
.0159 + 3%
L5,% mfin.
6.61 ohms

L-6219
!lear
120
290 o!
.O0 000

0

a
34 AWG

' ~ copper
* 8

24
6

I

1. .

- 1%

* 005
urlep's/- Av

.317 Mom ., .340 Mlax.
9,0p Mmin.

L5890C
Dark gray
.025 Mi.
.376 * .007
100 megs/14g

34..
c opper

9
24
8 .
.403"
9c7 I-'in,'

* * * ~/tG .~

4-V. {z /

*-= .'~~4 -, KY/

,9

±izz~fj/-
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(

a.k

CIcteristlc .-
0verall ,};t. j.-

Compound
Color
'Wall Thickness

. O.D.-

I. .fl
Spark Test
;Print

Continuity
Dielectric Strength

Out of Roun~dness
Prinrary Insul.
..Inner, Jt..
Overall- Jkti.

4'

ary Insul.
Wr Jkt.

Overall Jkt.

Corona
Capacitance
cdr to inner shld.
Attenuation
Impedance
Cold Bend

Flow'

Water Absorption

Primary T.S.
Primary T.S. (aged)
Pri-mary Elon-.

,-Requirement .,

< 25 pf/ft.
Z 5 db/100' C 4Co0 az

75 * 3 ohms
-4o0 c * 20 C
4" mandrel -20 hrs.
15 * 3 r.p.m. no cracks
18/I wts - 4" mandrel
M~ax. 15% change
No drip or loss of circuit
No flame travel

.1 minute max. burn
5% increase cap.
between 1 and 14 days
3% increase cap.
betweqn 7 - 14 days
5 1500 PSI original
575% of original

20DC,%

L5890C
Dark gray
.028 Mm., .031 Nom.
.465 * .010"
139.0 lbs. approx.
1 meg/l1'

-KV
I Tt. -intervals
"84595 WTA 1WU Triax
RG11/U IIT Surprenant Div."
-6 volts D.C. (continuous)
10 kV cdr to shield
No breakdowni
2- Y shield to shield

.285. - .295

.369 - .383"
- .475"

0 5% Of difr. between min.
&-max. dia. specified

,0?5Q" 1Xax
.0070" I Vax. -
.010" Max.

I

,'EB-CBL-i8. 1
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Triaxial Cable per TVA7-84595 and m DAB-31Q-
a.

.4.. . .

.. .. A. 
.. .

: , . . . 1.. .

k

Characteristic
Prim. EJlong (aged)
Overall Jkt. T.S.
Overall Jkt. T.S. (aged)
Overall Jkt. Elong.
Overall Jkt. Elori-. (aged)

Irradiated (6) C1x 108 and (6)
Charactcii-tic

Irrsdiazceu G
Temp. IXedixuh
Stress on SaMD.
Type Irr. Source
Kind :of Irr.
Dosage Rate
Irr. Time
Total Dosage in Rads

Caracteristic ReocnU
.Pr. Insul. 6,oo
Iuncnr JXt. 60 me
Outer JIV. .6 me

Capacitance 0. c3°
Water Absorntion

Cap. Increase

c 5%
Impedance 75 Z5
Pri. Inzul. T.S. 513(
Pri. Elon- go90-

- Ovcrall Jkt.'T.S. ;15(
Overall Jlkt. Elong > 6(
Flame No A-A

iutoclave Contamination (3)
a. Temperatv-e

Pressure
Relative humidity
pX (borated water)
Time lapze

b. Temperature
Pressure
Relative Humidity

la-se

s9' W..

No flE
l-min.

unirra

.3

2
8

1
*2

21

Revuireirents
> 75% of oricin.
'1500 PSI origir.

75% of or-. air.
5 2f 2o5ig -
75% o.' origin.

a O v no8
QL C A UL

re!nant

n.egs/14'

gs/mI

. .. * . .

: ~ ,- I

108 PAD!6j 2 x 0_8 _RAD(61

eu9 T<6DeCCt,;L7be5

- p6ns- c? t'•41X 10 8 , AS /
8 2( /N e't 0n 

r^ olt

p1'/ft.

p 1-14 day-s
, 7-14 days
5 ohrns
00 PSI

C3" PS

ip or lozs of cir.
Line travel

.ax. burn

-d, (3) irrad @ 1

.5 to + i2 psig
OQA -l00p
.0 - 8.5
5 min.
50°F -
0.5 to + 12 psig
'0% - lO0
-.0 - .5
'4C lrs. (lo days)

<1 //,/7 s

K o8, 3 ir
C-

- /O Q___- -
- '2- .5 s/z-

rad @ 2 X 10o8

-, d7L

-/ 6DS,4 ,

c t -/-6,/;

B
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'riaxSheet 4 of-5Triaxial Cable per.TVA7-84595 and ITT DAB-31Q-BMA

Sheet 4 of 4

U- di Staed nls (i) .
I.R. PrIi. Insull 10,000 megs/m,
I.R. OveCralJ.Jkt. 

1me g/ 
5Capacitance C30 pf/ft.

Impedance -- 75 5 6cFinsm
Pri. Insul. T.S. , -100 PSIri-. -l7g-.- -- 5-125 --
Overall Jkt. T.S. loco PSI

-Overall Jkt. -ono,.-; ; -

________Flame. No drip or losslor cir. - .
No flame travel- '-

1-min. rmax. burn

R r equirement s inar4IT d a ' .
6000 -cs/I' ,

rJkt . 60 -- -- = ,
IR- 'Ovrall jk:. 6 megs/1- - -Capacitance-- - /-;O3 p //.'

,rpedan e .' 75 4- 5 oh- sPra. o -1su4- T ., . .5- 100Q. Pai-,

all, Jkt.. T.S.100 S*lame .4E0A ._______
Flame D~~~~1o'drip or loss ot cir..v '#'oc, ,.,-v4,'a

No flamie travel ~ /~, -/ *~ v
_ -min Max. burn 

___ tp-,g 1 7

This is to certify that the data contain~d in t his 'test report confo'rms vith ail!--cusomer~specificat-ion requirements, in addition .to ITIT engineering drawtings and -Specifications.

0 *s . R ots
QC. Poren
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0f' fVA 1=7 (EN DES 1.84) EN DES CALCULATIONS
| !TLE -USIFICATION FOR INTERIM OPER: ;ON FOR

R O TNOUNS (Conjilt MEOS CIS DESCRIPTORS LIST)
ANCH/PROJECT IOENTIFIERS Each time these calculations are i'sud, prnarunr mu.t unsre that the original CRO) MEDS -number is filled in. ;

UNev()r ES urn)

w>; iof nurn~r

'850129

PC - .. SI- U

IAPPLICABLE DESIGN DOCUMENT(S)

N/A

SAR SECTION(S) WUNI SYSTEM(S)
N/A Various -R
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aTATEMENT OFPROBLEM
. .. ...

The EPSJ family of cables, used in Class lE circuits outside containment, lack contract.specific documentation to prove their qualification in harsh environments.. - . . -. ...-- .---- . . . . . .

Based on a combination of generic test data and engineering analysiIs, the EPSJ family
of cab-les hav-e__been ,shown.,.to be -acceptable 1for pe~rformance -of Class 1E operationuntil the NRC's final compliance date for equipment qualification... ..1 . .... . . ........ - _- . - - - . - ... _- _ _ 1 .1. - ._ _ . .. .......

if fir" arid store catalItlon In MEDS Selviri Cenw.'

M 4chofil"a"In'tuvm"'c"Wtilo: F. B. Rosenzweig
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J Revision L iN EEB-CBL-12Peparer/*Dte 
T VA ID No.,XType 

EPSJ Cable

Rev. 2

Manufactirer and N See Table 3.11-8A. sheet 1004 -Verification of Tible Info=.ation (Table 3 .11-8A sheet 10

X_ 
- The equipment has been identified as per TvA m numberdesignation.s (such as, mov, 

IDnme
x sati~c - mhe location has been identified (such as, inside. primarycontainrent, annulus, individually Cooled roaos, general spaces, or area
affected by RELB outside primary containment).X - A unique TVA ID nurber has been assigned (such as, l-PSV-68-308).Xs - A functional description of the component has been given (such as,
steam generator 

blowdown).
er d. 

- The contract number, manufacturer,and model number have been given.condition appn 
- All abnoaI or accident environmentalcditicos applicable to this equipment have been identified either in tables or

by references to figures from tables.xEvi rchOan-fi 
- The environment to which the equipment has been

qualified is address in either the tables or the envirormental analysisattached.
A A category of a, b, c, or d has been defined for theequip=wnt.

- The operationaccuracy required and denstrted have been defined.

,6 I(If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualified life with a
numerical entry) : See- Apendix 1al 

- A qualification report and the method of
qualification has been identified on the Table Input Data Sheet (TIDS).ivr taA yLs - An environmental analysis has been done, attached tothe MS' and independently reviewed by the responsible organizationL by in (If applicable) - A justification for qualificationby similarity is attached to the EQs considering all the above factors and
referencd to the appropriate tables.3 , f Sev25ra ct n (If applicable) - When an BS is used
for more than one item, a list of all exact components is given as an appendixwith all references to appropriate tables with justification for qualification
considering all the above factors.A t iflca ix (If applicable) - (Open item) - Ccarpnent has been
determined to be qualified only for a limited interim operation, an NCR has
been written, and plan of action has been determined to yield a qualifiedCcc~cent.
Term of Interim Qualificaticat

be-ud - (en itm) - (If applicable) - Comprnent has been
to be unqual~ified; the following is attached to ES: NC nu r,

for non-qualification, and justificatio of continued SpNratM i0 .

c nBNEEB85e
1
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ESFamilj (EPS'..':PSJ,-ES) 
- -

-The.EPS .cables consist of ethylene-propylene rubber insulation with achlorosulfon`ted-polyethylene-jacket. '-This cable was constructed, tested,and accepted in accordance with TVA standard specification 25.016 - Flame-.Re~tadant, Cross-Linked Polyethylene-Insulation, Low Voltage Wire and Cableand Ethylene-Propylene Rubber-Insualted, 5-15kV cable prior to January 1980or'TVA Standard Specification 25.015 - Ethylene-Propylene Rubber orNonchlorinated, Mineral-Filled, Cross-linked, Polyethylene-Insulated,
5.-l5k<V Cable -after-January---19.80-;.- TVA Standards 25.015 and,25.016 invoketbe ippli'iable portionsof 'IPCEA Standards S-68-516 and 5-19-81 (such as'''' ..physical poperies, and'mhodsof testingfor tensile strength--andl-elongation' 'theinsulation-and jacket--iit-eri'a 1s);- The:T-'.VA Specification included.provisi'ons for- source inspection of factory testing and required submittal_of certfi-ed test -repor ts to assure zcompliance with- the specification. -Themanufacture of all- this cable was controlled by a TVA-approved vendor QAprogram- .- : ----- -, ---

.,The'following LOCA/SLB tests are representative of the EPS cables whichare pOtesently-Tin-stal-led: 
- -'

. . The-Okonite Company test report form G-3 dated September 7,.. 1977, "Qualification of Okoguard Ethylene-Propy'le'ne RubberInsulation for Nuclear Plant Service." (See Appendix 2).

The Okonite Company test-report form G-2--dated May 2, 1977,"Qualification of Okoguard Ethylene-Propylene Rubber'Insul-ation-for-Nuclear Plant Service." (See Appendix 2).

Fr'ankl'in-Research Center Test Report F-C5160-1 dated May 21,1980, Qualification Tests of Electrical Cables in a SimulatedLoss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) Environment,
Prepared for Collyer Insulated Wire (See Appendix 2).

The Okonite Company Engineering Report No. 355 dated September 17,1981, "Main Steam Line Break Qualification Test on Okonite,Okonite-F£R, X-Olene-FMR and Okoguard Insulations" (See Appendix2).

The test reports demonstrate that the EPS cables are suitable for Class lEservice in nuclear power generating stations in accordance with appropriateguidelines presented in IEEE Standards 323-1974 and 383-1974.

The LOCA/SLB tests included radiation at 2x108 rads for the LOCA tests and5.5X107 rads for MSLB tests.

The tests included a LOCA at 3460F, 113 psig, 100Z humidity and a MSLB at4550 F, 32 psig.
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EPS Familv (EPS. EPSJ. EPSMJ)

The tests included cable samples from the Okonite Company and CollyerInsulated Wire. The results of these tests adequately demonstrates that EPSJ
cable manufactured by different vendors in accordance with the same speci-fications will perform similarly in the given DBE and that successfulcompletion of the test is a function of the chemical properties of theinsulation and jacketing compound and is not dependent on the manufacturer.Consistency in the chemical properties has been demonstrated by successfullycompleting the requirements of TVA Standard Specification 25.016 if manu-factured prior to January 1980 or TVA Standard Specification 25.015 ifmanufactured after January 1980. This approach to generic cable qualifi-cation follows the general guidelines for type testing as outlined byIEEE 383-1974.

All EPSJ cables met or exceeded the construction, testing, and acceptancerequirements of TVA Standard Specification 25.016 or 25.015. In additionrepresentative samples of the EPSJ family of cables supplied to TVA bydifferent manufacturers successfully passed LOCA/SLB.
In view of the above, we conclude that the results show that the EPSJfamily-of cables will perform their safety functions satisfactorily until the
NRC's final compliance date for equipment qualification. At that time theywill either be deemed qualified by virtue of testing by Wyle Laboratoriesor replaced with fully qualified cables.

034277.02
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INSULATION

FORNUCLEAR PLANT SERVICE (5kV CABLE & .FIELD SPLICE)
:'--------------------------------------)

-The.. Okonite Comnpany' 8,s continuing Research. and -Developmnent activities-a-s a com-pound. o-f emlastomerica-iterials has led to an evolutionary-':development of Ok~oguard to its present-form as a clean, red dielectric.This evolutona-ry development has resulted in sub-stantial improvementsin physical strefngth oqwer water absorption rates and higher dielectricstrength over those experi'ecd by the earlier excellent ethylene-propylene Okoguard formulations.

-- INDEX :

Okonit.e
Form No.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Title

Qualification of Okoguard Ethylene-Propylene RubberInsulation and Field Splice Materials for NuclearPlant Service

Aging, Radiation and LOCA Testing Okoguard Ethylene-Propylene Rubber Insulated Cables and Field SpliceMaterials for Nuclear Power Generating Stations

Moisture Resistance - Okoguard Ethylene - PropyleneRubber Insulated Cables

Form G-3 (September 7. 1977) 
(a)

, : - �4 .. z- - -
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Loss of Coolant Accident Simulation
The ujnaged and radiated sample and thermally aged and radiated samples
were then placed in a autoclave and subjected to the temperature-pressureprofile for simulation of a LOCA condition as specified in the IEEE Std.
No. 323-1974. This profile is shown in Figure II, attached. At the end of
the 30 day exposure in the autoclave the samples were removed, bent around
a mandrel not greater than 40 times the overall diameter and then subjected
to a final 5 -minute ac withstand test at 80 volts per mil while immersed in
tap water at room temperature. The samples were then returned to the
autoclave for an additional 100 day post LOCA test and maintained at 212 F,
0 psig, 100% relative humidity. At the end of this post LOCA period the
samples were removed, again bent around a mandrel of 40 times the overall
diameter and electrically tested at 80 volts per mil while immersed in tap
water at room temperature.

Conclusion

The samples of Okoguard 5 kV cable with a field splice in place unaged and
thermally aged to the Arrhenius curve shown in Figure I, were radiated to
a total dosage of 200 megarads minimum, and then subjected to a LOCA con-
dition as shown in Figure II, all in accordance with IEEE Standard 383-1974.
Throughout the exposure the cables were energized with rated potential and
current and insulation resistance measurements taken weekly. At the con-
clusion of the LOCA and post LOCA condition the cables were then subjected
to and withstood an 80 V/mil ac proof test.
The satisfactory test results are evidence that the Okoguard insulation and
a field splice made from Okoguard T-95 tape and Okonite #35 jacketing tape
are suitable for the designed service in Nuclear Power Generating Rants.References

(1) IEEE Standard No. 383-1974
IEEE Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field
Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,April 15, 1974

(2) IEEE Standard No. 323-1974
IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Gen-
erating Stations, February 28, 1974

(3) IEEE Standard No. 3 23-A-1975
Supplement to the Foreword of IEEE 323-1974IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment for NuclearGenerating Stations



FIGURE II CABLE QUALIFICATION, TEST PROFILE.FO LIFEa8
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The Okonite Company's continuing Research and Developmentactivities as a compounder of elastomeric materials has led toan evolutionary development of Okoguard to its present form asa clean, red dielectric. This evolutionary development has re-sulted in substantial improvements in physical strength, lowerwater absorption rates and higher dielectric strength over thoseexperienced by the earlier excellent ethylene-propylene Okoguardformulations.

INDEX

Okonite
Form No.

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

Title

Qualification of Okoguard Ethylene-Propylene
Rubber Insulation for Nuclear Plant Service

Aging, Radiation and LOCA Testing Okoguard
Ethylene-Propylene Rubber Insulated Cables
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations

Moisture Resistance - Okoguard Ethylene-
Propylene Rubber Insulated Cables

Vertical Tray Flame Test - IEEE Standard #383

Form G-2 (May 2 , 1977)
supersedes G-1 dtd. 10/5/76)

(a)
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/Figure 1 show the A-rrh.w-iius .curve for Okoguard insulation-compared with-that of

Butyl insulation. Butyl was first introduced in 1946 and has had extensive use. ever.ince. Examination of some of the original Butyl compounds shows that the mater-

als are still flexible after twenty-five to thirty years of service. Realizing that

Okoguard insulation is superi6':_to'-that oqf Butyl b.y a factor of approxim~tely s. x,.. it

is logical to anticipate a life in excess _of a generating station's designed life of

40 years. -

Extrapolation of the plots to operational temperatures constructed from experimental

data at high temperatures leads t'v-erV cons ide-rasbeerrors in terms of life. We

have consistently found extrapolation of experimental data to predict designed life

results in far shorter predicted life than actually experienced by older, well-

established materials. in actual service.

Radiationi xD'osure Ts-tPror'ram -

Samples of single- conductor #4/0 AWG', 175"1 Okoguard-insulation, were thermally

aged to simulate 40 year design life condition. -The aging.was.performed at 150C

for three weeks, a point. actuallyabove the Arrhenius curve of . 03.0" .Okoguard in-

sulation shown2 in Fuigure I. As pointed out above, use of the Arrhenius technique on

thin wall, newer insulations compared' withthe' ame -analysis-on those,. of well estab-

lished insulations which have excellent service records is a reliable method of

demonstrating the desired 40 year life expectancy.

After aging the heavier wall 0. 175"-Okag4uard insulation to the Arrhenius curve of

Figure tw.e.found the actual percentage elongation for the sample was in excess of

W857o indicating the compound was still very viable. Using the Arrhenius techniques

on the light wall samples'-permitted---sto-s.how-the anticipated 40 year life expectancy

by comparison with existing materials. Using the same technique-'o'n -heavier walls

that actually will be used in 'a generating station application at the same temperature

time period and noting the very high percentage retention of elongation thus reinforces

this expected life.

Loss of Coolant Accident Simulation

The thermally aged and radiated cables were then-placed in an autoclave and subjected

to the temperature-pressure profile for simulation of a LOCA condition as specified

in the IEEE Standard No. 323-1974. This profile is shown in Figure II, attached.

At the end of the 30 day exposure in the autoclave the samples were removed, bent

around a mandrel not greater than 40 times the overall diameter and then subjected

to a final 5-minute ac withstand test at 80 volts per mil while immersed in tap water

at room temperature. The samples were then returned to the autoclave for an addi-

tional 100 day Post-LOCA test and maintained at 212F, 0 psig, 100% relative humid-

ity. At the end of this Post-LOCA period the samples were removed, again bent

around a mandrel of 40 times the overall diameter and electrically tested at 80 volts

per mil while immersed in tap water at room temperature.

Conclusion

The Okoguard samples were thermally aged to the Arrhenius curve shown in Figure I

* radiated to a total dosage of 200 megarads minimum, and then subjected to a LOCA

condition as shown in Figure II, all in accordance with IEEE Standard 383-1974.

Throughout the exposure the cables were energized with rated potential and current

and insulation resistance measurements taken weekly. At the conclusion of theLOCA

and Post-LOCA condition the cables were then subjected to and withstood an BOV/mil

ac proof test.

-'I <--- +-..a oq,1*t :re evidence that Okoguard insulation is suitable for t'.
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Chemical-spray solution consisted of:

o 3000 ppm boron as boric acid
o 0.064 molar sodium thiosulfate
o 100 ppm hydrazine

o Sufficient sodium hydroxide to obtain
pH - 10.5 Q 770F (25°C)

R * Insulation resistance

Temperature tolerance - !50F (3TC)
Pressure tolerance w -5 lbf/in 2 (34 kPa)

A Except during initial temperature/pressure transients.

Figure 4. Temperature/Pressure Profile for Simulation of Loss-of-Coolant
Accident (LOCA) Environment
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MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK QUALIFICATION TEST ONOKONITE, OKONITE-FMR, X-OLENE-FV!R AND OKOGUARD INSULATIONS
-; 

.I 
# ,

Introduction

A design basi-s event :(D3E) main ste.am line break test :(MSLB') wasperformed on Okonite, Okonite-FMR, X-Olene-;FMIR, and Okoguard in-sulations. These insulations have previously been qualified fornuclear' plant use in prior LOCA tests. The purpose of the JSLBwas to determine if these insulations could maintain an electricalload during such an event. The .test profile was based on acustomer's postulated- MSLB paranietel-s with margin added. IEEEStandards,383-1974 and 323-1974 were incorporated in the- test pro-gram.

As described in this report, qualification--testing was performedby Isomedixn Inc. and Testing Laboratories intwo MISLB testis- Thesetests are documente-diin report numbers 558-*1021 (September 22, 1980) -and 558-1077 (April 8-, 1981) and are avail--able for audit at Okonite .headquarters.

Conclus ions
All four insulations were qualified 'to the MlSLB-DBt describedherein. All samples met the specific performance requirementsestablished prior to testing. These requirements are describedin the body of this report.

Procedure
Qualification to the MSLB-DBE for all four insulations was a-ccom-plished in two tests. Okoguard, Okonite-FMR and X-Olene-FMR weretested in the first MSLB test. Okonite insulation was qualifiedin the second test.

With the exception of sample preparation and thermal aging, thefir-st- test---,-was -per-formed by-I-somed-ix,---Inc. Okonite was respon-sible for sample preparation and aging. In the second test Okoniteagain performed the sample preparation and thermal aging. Isomedixwas contracted for irradiation services. AETL performed the MSLBand post MSLB tests. For both tests, the reports were written byAETL. -

ie following samples were selected for testing.et 
Description

(A) SkV, 1/C #6 AWGC (7X) bare copper, .020" extruded semicon-ductina screen, .090" extruded Okoguard EPR, .030" extrudedsemiconducting insulation screen, .005" bare copper shield-ing tape: Four samples - fifteen feet (effective)Refp-rorm., ad n1_14
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The CP family of cables, used in Class 1E circuits outside containment, lack contract-specific documentation to prove their qualification in harsh environments.

ABSTRACT

Based on a combination of generic test data and engineering analysis, the CP familyof cables have been shown to be acceptable for performance of Class 1E operationuntil the NRC's final compliance date for equipment qualification.
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-The 'fdollo'v-iig-LOCA/SLt tests are- representative for the C? family of cableswhich are presently installed.

Wyle Laboratory' Test Report 43854-3- dated April 26, 197-8, Quali--fication Test on eight cable , splice Assemblies (cable assemblies
comprised of CPJ cable)., (See appendix 2).

. Wyle Labor-atory.Test Report 17513-1 dated January 24, 1i984,Containment Accident Test Program on Electrical Cabling and
Splices. (See Appendix.2). :

The test reports show-a baseline-.functional test was first performed andpassed. Then functional tests vere'performed and passed after theradiation test, after the temperature aging test, and after the LOCA/SLBtest.

The tests included radiation at 1.13 x 108 rads.

The tests included temperature aging at 1300C for 2576 hours.

The tests included a LOCA/SLB at 3250F, 55 psig, 100 percent humidity.

NOTE: One sample of CPJJ (Plastic wire and cable) received 1.68x108
rads and temperature aging at 1300C for 5152 hours.

. . ; I I . t! 4

F:�- . - -,.��e / 7nA -,
(2/i1~.~~ appenaix I Rev.Reviewed by: ag Sheet I f .o 2

CP Familyv (CPJ.. .CPJJ. and CPSJ)

amThCP family of cables'consist-of cross-linked polyethy-lene insulation -and polyvinyl-chloride jacketing. All cable of this type was constructed,tested, and accepted for use in accordance with TVA Standard Specification25.016 -'Standard Specificati n for Cross-linked Polyethylene Insulated
Wirea..a~dCable.! TVA.Standard&25.016 invokes the applicable. portions ofIPCEAStandards (such as physical properties, and methods of testing'fortensile strength and elongation of.the-insulation and jacket materials).The TVA Specification included .provisions for source inspection of factory'test'i'ng anddr'equired submittal-otciertifled-test reports to assure --compliance.:with the' pecification. 'Cable'manufactured since 1971 wascontrolled by a TVA approved QA program.
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CP Famil (CPJ. CPJJ. and CPSJ)

The tests included cable samples from General Electric, Okonite Company,and Plastic Wire and Cable. This cross section of cable manufacturersrepresented in the tests adequately demonstrated that the CP family ofcables will perform similarly in the given DBE. The variety of vendorsused also proved that successful completion of the test is a function ofthe chemical properties of the insulation and jacketing compound and isnot dependant on the manufacturer. Consistency in the chemical propertieshas been demonstrated by successfully completing the requirements of TVAStandard Specification 25.016. This approach to generic cablequalification follows the general guidelines for type testing as outlinedby IEEE 383-1974.

All cables of the CP family met or exceeded the construction, testing, andacceptance requirements of TVA Standard specification 25.016. In additionrepresentative samples of the CP family of cables supplied to TVA bydifferent manufacturers successfully passed LOCA/SLB testing. In view ofthe above, we conclude that the results show that the CP family of cables'will perform their safety functions satisfactorily until the NRC's finalcompliance date for equipment qualification. At that time they willeither be deemed qualified by virtue of testing by Wyle Laboratories orreplaced-with fully qualified cables.

034279.01
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i)ATE _ prf 1 26, 197 __

SPECIFICATION (S) See P~rrraoh 5.0

.o cUsroT01ER
,

^LSS -

0 elSPFC1

Tennessee Valley Authority, Division of Power Production
8 04 Edney Building
Chattanonqa, Tennessee 371i01

Mi LN Ca'ble Splice Assemblics (to be used at Rrowns Ferry Nuclear

Power Plant, Unit 3, Athens, Alabama)

;.M0 MANrUFACTUREPn Fabriccted by TVA

LX SUMM.A.RY

Eiiht (8) Cabic Spice Assemblics were subjectcd to a Qualificatfon Tcs: frogram to
verify their elcctrical integrity to perform their intended function during or after
the environmental tests specified herein. The Cable Splice Assemblies tested arc tobe used inside containment at Unit 3 of Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant. A descrip--
tion of each Cable Splice Assembly is-shown in Paragraph 6.0 of this report.

The test program was performed as specified in Reference 5.1 and in accordance withRefercnce 5.2 to satisfy the requirements for qualifying Class IE electrical equip-
ment for use at Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant. The following table lists the tests,
testing sequence, and test results that comprise the Qualification Test Program.

Alabama Professional
TrUNTY OrF tADISON rEnginecring License #7112

Wi! iaam ''. Holbrook b.singduly sworn,
'soo.s and 13YV Tre ^* nforntsnt conftsaedi *Athai ,r, ot it the result of
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I U an1 a ot fare",thl day , f '// /

-'otty P"01-C in and for t, cojnty of Madison, Stato of Alaobrya.

My Comnnmmion expires .19 8f)
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PROJ. ENGINEEA& w /-I", f
' 2-Har'aier

WYLE Q. A.

SCIENTIFIC SERVICES AND SYSTEMS GnOUP
HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA
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,SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

T .-. - .S I .A

!..., TESTS, TESTING 'SEQUENCE, AND TESTTRESULTS 'S.,.
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SUMM.ARY (CONTINUED)

This final test report contains the following Sections. TheQualification Program was performed in the sequence indicatedL'y the Section numbers.

*

Section I

* Section II

Section III

Section IV

Section V

Section VI

Section VII

* Section Vill

section IX

Baseline Functional Tests

Nuclear. Radiation

Post Radiation Functior.al Tests

Ternpcrcture Aging Test

Post Temperature Aging Fuictional Tests

Accident Test

Post Accident Functional Tests

Dimensional Tests

Post Test Inspection

RE FE . EN &'S

Contract Numb r 77P8-147972, Qunlification Testing, TPrcwns FerryNuclear Power Plant, Tennessee Valley Authcrity.

Tcnnessee Valley Authority Test Procedure for Proposed Erowns FerryCable Splices. 
.

TEST ITEJI AND TEST E IUIPMENI DESCRIpTION

Test item Descrintion

Four (4) each of two (2) different types of Cable Splice Assemblies weretested during this test program. Both types were fabricated by TVApersonnel and are to be used inside containment at Browns Ferry NuclearGenerating Station, Unit 3.

The two types of Cable Splice Assemblies are described as follcws:
The 480 VAC Cable Splice Aisernbly consists of four (4) single cablesof No. 10 CPJ wire, spliced to four (4) single cables of No. 12 Vulkenelnsulated wire, spliced to four (4) single cables of No. 10 C?J wire.Five (5) of these assemblies were fabricated. Only four (4) werc tes eO-ne (1) Assembly was a spare.

The 253 VDC CalIe Splice Assembly consists of a seven (7)-conductorcable, wire size No. 10, with CPJJ Insulation, spliced to seven (7)single conductor cable. -,ire s.i -
-- .r c . .. alu r. lj insulation. I

e

- -- 9 11 I I � -a a 41Z F40. 1 L: - W I 11 h r P I I ! - - I - - .
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The test spl ices werc butt splices covcrcd with flaychem Heat SihrinkableS lee v in g . I C , .. . wi th * H eat

' All test items were fabricated under field conditions by TVP. pcrsonnel*at Brcowns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant and delivered to W.'yle Labhoratoriesfor test-,. The test sp"ces. -i-n each Cable.Assernbiy were wirced by V/yleso whc^n loaded all s l ices were in series. TVA provided the leud'wiresfor cach test item assembl-y to which -,Idle connected a lca d arid powersupply.

6. 7 Test EquTprnen, DeMP rition

Test equipment, from sensor to final readout device, was selected toprov i dc the accurac i es spec if i:ed -be.l1 .i:

thambcr- Tempoeratu re , .. +1 - 5 7
- Chariber Pressure- - -
*, - - -.- V ol tage

* Current -,

± 5 psig

t 3%

equiprent- used
Sheets located
report.

-for- these'tests 'ishownon Instrumentaticn Equip-in the appendices to the appropriate sections of

I

-Appendix, 2A., 
4 Shcet of 1llI ;r I SERVICCS AND SYSTEhiS C~t-jjp 

zr 1UEPORT NO. - 33 q1;3-

o -; TEST ITEM, AfJD MTEST EOUIPMENT OESCRIPT ION (CONtINUED)

Te s t I t em Oes c riDtOn -(C t inued -, -
.

Flve (5) of thcse Assemblics werc fabricated. Or.ty four (4) were tested.One Ascsribly was a spare.

6.

Test
ment
this
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PAGE i OF 331 PAGE REPO2T
DATE January 24, 1984

SPECIFICATION 
(S)

WLTP 17460-2, Rev. C

dated January 8, 1984

P U - TEST SPl wm

-ML

Cz~n:AnER Tennessee Valley Authority
ADDRESS 400 West Summit Hill Drive, Knoxville TN 37902

E Electrical cabling and splices, single and multiconductor,
12 through 34 AWG

L0 MANUFACTURER See Paragraph 6.0

L SUMMAY
Severaogenrim cablIng types and splices Of various manufacture were subject to a

t proram to evaluate the adequacy of their design to perform their requiredfunctions in Class 1E systems at Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Generating Station
Units 1, 2 and 3. The test items are described in detail in Paragraph 6.0 of this
section.
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TEST SPECIMEN DESC IPTION (CONTINUED)

6.:1 a Continued) - -, -

Test-
Item No. Specimen Description

1.3 One length (not less than 10 feet.) of No. -12- AWG-'single
conductor, TVA type PXJ Mark WDV-1 cable, containing a
stranded copper conductor (7 strands/0.0305-inch), insulated
-by a ...030-ihch --thick layer of ethylene propylene-trobbers---..=
: '.:The assembly is covered with a ch-lor:0sul'fonated polyethylene

(0.015-inch thick) exterior Jacket. Th&- cable -1s
manufactured by the American Insulated Wire Company and is
-=.'-''-':'rated 'Tf'or -600 volts, 31 amperes maximum, and a''i'mximum
conductor temperature of 900C.

1.4 One length (not less than 10 feet) of No. 12 AWG 3-
conductor, TVA Type PXMJ Mark WGC-1 cable, containing 3
..;,;stranded~-copper- conductors tS .4..7.. .str.andsgO.0305 inch). Each

- -.. q.conductor is insulated by a 0.030-inch thi'ckiayer-of--flame
,retardant cr''6ss''i-iked polyethylenei-.-The.as~sembly is covered

with _a chlorosulfonated polyethylene (0.045-inch thick)
-exterior _ke'tby the Essex
G oupand -seratedfor- 600;,volts, 31 amperes maximum, an ---
maximum con'di'ctor-tenperature- 9OQC: -, - --

1.5One 'l-ngth .(.ot.te-ss-than-10 -feet)..-oLf,, No. 12 AWG singleconductor, TVA type CPJ Mark WDV cable, ~cn'taining a
strandedpc''opper- conductor-.-(7---strands/0.0305 inch), insulated
by a 0.030-inch thick layer of crosslinked polyethylene.
The assembly is covered with a polyvinyl chloride exterior
jacket. The cable.,is manufactured by the Okonite Company
and is rated for 600 volts, 31 amperes maximum and a maximum
conductor temperature of 900C.

1.6 One length (not less than 10 feet) of No. 12 AWG 2-
conductor, TVA type CPJJ Mark WLB cable, containing stranded
copper conductors (7 strands/0.0305 inch), insulated by a
0.030-inch thick layer of crosslinked polyethylene and a
0.015-inch thick layer of polyvinyl chloride. The assembly
is covered with a polyvinyl chloride (0.045-inch) exterior

........ jacket. The cable is manufactured by Plastic Wire and Cable
and is rated for 600 volts.

WYLE LABORATORIES
Huntsville Facility
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, fornmrVA 10697 (EN DES 144) EN DES CALCULATIONS
TITLE JUSTIFICATION FOR INTERIM OPERATION FOR

PI Y nw CABLEv
PREPARING ORGANIZATION I KEY NOUNS (Conault MEDS CIS DESCRIPTORS LIST)

List all pages added

r E aby this revision

I - I List all pages deleted
by this revision.

Lt l all pages changed
by this revision.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Each time these calculations are issued, preparers must ensure that the original (RO) MEDS mauc onnumber is filled in.

Rev (for MEDS' use) MEDS accession number
RO I- - - -

The PX family of cables, used in Class 1E circuits outside containment, lack contract-specific documentation to prove their qualification in harsh environments.

Based on a combination of generic test data and engineering analysis, the PX familyof cables have been shown to be acceptable for performance of Class 1E operationuntil the NRC's final compliance date for equipment qualification.

'ution sheet(s) used.

MIcrofilm and store calculation In MEDS Sr&Vke Center.

Miofilma ,d nimt cicuutb tom F. B. Rosenzweig

1
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PX Family (PxJ and PLMJ)

The PX family of cables consist of cross-linked polyethylene or e-thylene-propylene rubber, and the jacket is chlorosulfonated-polyethylene orchlorinated-polyethylene. All cable of this type was constructed, tested,and accepted for use in accordance with TVA Standard Specification 25.016 -Standard Specification for Low-Voltage Wire and Cable with Flame-Retardant,Cross-Linked Polyethylene or Ethylene-Propylene Rubber insulation. TVAStandard Specification 25.016 invokes the applicable portions of IPCEAStandards; such as, physical properties, and methods of testing for tensilestrength and elongation of the insulation and jacketing materials. The TVASpecification included provisions for source inspection of factory testingand required submittal of certified test reports to assure compliance withthe specification. Manufacture of all installed cable was controlled by aTVA approved QA program.

The following LOCA/SLB tests are representative of the PX family of cableswhich are presently installed.

Franklin Institute Test Report F-C4113 dated May 1975. (Brand-RexCompany) (See Appendix 2).

Rockbestos Company Test Report dated July 19j7 and revisedNovember 26, 1977 "Qualification of Firewall III Class IE ElectricCables (Chemically Cross-linked Insulation) (See Appendix 2).

Franklin Institute Test Report No. F-C5120-1 dated August 19, 1980,(Brand Rex Company) "Qualification Tests of Electrical Cables in aSimulated Steam Line Break (SLB) and Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA)Environment" (See Appendix 2).

Essex Project Report Number PE-53 dated May 7, 1980 "Main Steam LineBreak (MLSB) Test on Aged and Irradiated Cable Specimens." (SeeAppendix 2).

Franklin Institute Test Report F-C4997-1 dated December 1978 "Quali-fication Tests of Electrical Cables in a Simulated Steam-Line-Breakand Loss-of-Coolant-Accident Environment (American Insulated WireCorporation (See Appendix 2).

The Okonite Company Test Report N-1 dated July 3, 1978 "Qualificationof Okonite Ethylene-Propylene Rubber Insulation for Nuclear PlantService" (See Appendix 2).

The Okonite Company Test Report FN-2 dated October 28, 1980,"Qualification of Okonite-FMR Flame Retardant Ethylene-PropyleneRubber Insulation for Nuclear Plant Service" (See Appendix 2).

I .
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. .TheOonite Company Engineering.Report.N
0. 355 dated.Septe ber.'17, -1981, "Main Steam Line Break Qualification Test on Okonite, Okonite-FMR, X-Olene-FMR and Okoguard Insulations" (See Appendix 2).

Franklin Institute.Report F-C4836-2 ldated January 1978, "QualificationTests of Flame-Guard FR-EPj.Instrumentation.and Control Class 1E. Electric Cables in-a-Simulated Steam-Line-Break and-Loss-of-toolant;- Accident Environment'- (AnacondaC ompany) (SeA 2). -^

The test reports demonstrate, that..PJ and..P-MJ. cables manufactured to meetthe requirements-of TVA-Standard Specification 25.016 are suitable forClassA.E.-service in accordance with appropriate guidelines presented inIEEE Standards 323-1974 and 383-1974.

The tests included.radiation at 2xlO? rads except the Okonite MSLBEngineering Report 355 included radiation at 55x107 rads.

The tests- included a--LOCA/SLB at 3460F, 113 0psig 100 percent humidityand MSLB's at 4556F, 32 psig (Okonite) and at 4400 F (Essex).
--42 

- bbec-f to -AThese--tests included-cable samples from Brant-Rex Companv. Rockbest_._sCompany, Essex-International.. Inc.,. American Insulated Wire Corp..The Okonite Company, and Anaconda Company. This cross section of cablemanufacturers represented in the tests adequately demonstrated that thePX family of cables-will perform similarly in the given DBE.- Thevariety of vendors used also proved that successful, completion of the- testis a function of the chemical properties of the insulation and jacketingcompound and is not dependent on the manufacturer. Consistency in thechemical properties has been demonstrated by successfully completing therequirements of TVA Standard Specification 25.016. This approach togeneric cable qualification follows the general guidelines for typetesting as outlined by IEEE 383-1974.

All cables of the PI family met or exceeded the construction, testing,and acceptance requirements of TVA Standard Specification 25.016. Inaddition representative samples of the PX family of cables supplied to TVAby different manufacturers successfully passed LOCA/SLB testing. In viewof the above, we conclude that the results show that the PX family ofcables will perform their safety functions satisfactorily until the NRC'sfinal compliance date for equipment qualification. At that time they willeither be deemed qualified by virtue of testing by Wyle Laboratories orreplaced with fully qualified cables.

034279.03
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Figure 4. Actual Temperature/Pressure Profile for Simulation of LOCA
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LOCA ProW.

3 46OF/II3psig (min) Spray continuously at rate of 0.15 gpmWITHIN 3TO S MIN per square foot of spray area withsolution of the following composition:
340 0.28 molar 113B03 (3000 ppm boron)NaOIl to make pit between 9-11 at 77 F.3350F/9-3psig

320 
--- 315 F/6 9 pIg

Cr-- 265@F/28 psig , '

-250
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1. SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS

nc ojo Pclo. Report Title:

-QUALIPICATTION TESTS-OF FLtCTRICAL CABLES IN A SINTLATED STEAM
LINE BREAX (SL) AND LOSS-OT-COOLAHT ACCIDENT (LOCA) ENVIROWMqNT

Conducted and Reported by: Conducted for:

Franklin Research Center Brand-Rex Company'The Perkway at Twentieth Street Industrial and Electronic Cable DivisionPhiladelphia, PA 19103 Villimantic, CT 06226

Report Date: Period of Test Program:

August 19, 1980 August through December 1979

Objective

To demonstrate performance of electrical cables for Class Jr service in nuclear power generatingstations in accordance with guidelines presented in IEEE Stdc 323-1974 and 383-1974.1

Equipment Tested:

Eighteen electrical cables (four I/C 016 AWC, two 2/C #2 AWG. six I/C *12 AlC, three 7/C #12 AUC. andthree I/C #2 AWG) with crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) insulation and jecketing materials of Hypelonon sulticonductor cables. A complete description is provided as Table I herein.

Elements of Pogroam:

The specimens were divided into thre t.group-for, therual aging: One group of eight specimens waaIunged, a second group of seven specimens was thermally aged for 168 hours (7 days) at 136 0
C (27707).and the third group of three specimens was thermally aged for 168 hours (7 days) at 158

0
C (31707).All apecimens were exposed to 200 hrd of amnoa irradiation (air equivalent doae) from e cobalt-60 sourceat a rate less than I hrd/h and then toa eteam/chemical-spray environment simulating a combined steamline break (SLS) end loce-of-coolxnt accident (LOCA) and the cooldown following the SLI/LOCA. Thesimulated SLB/LOCA exposure included two rapid rises in temperature/pressure to 3850? (196 0

C)/66 lbf/in2 
(455 kPa), two 10-minute dwells at those peak trmperetures, followed by decreasing te pers-turee to a final 20-day dwell at 23007 (110 0C)/10 lbfrl-i2 

(69 kPa). The total simulated SLB/LOCAduration was 30 days. A chemical solution (6200 ppm boron, 50 ppm hydraiine, sufficient sodium triphos-phate to obtain a pH of 6.5, followed by sufficient sodium hydroxide to obtain a pH of 10.0 at room tem-perature) was sprayed on the speciencs at the rate of 0.27 gpa per square foot (11 L/min per squaremeter). 2 
starting at the completion of the 10-minute dwells at 3150T (1960C). The cables were electri-celly energized with ac potentials of 300 and 600 V. end currents of 10, 25, end 120 A (as appropriate)during the 30-day SLB/LOCA exposure. Final tests consisted of a 401 di eter bend teat and a 5-minuteac high-potential-withstand test at 80 V per mil (3150 V/am) of inaulation.

Suosary of Test Results:

SLS/LOCA Exposure - Fourteen of the 18 specimens remained energized except for short periods. SeeRemarks.

Final high-Potential-Withstand Tests - All specimens withstood a high-potential-withstand test witha leakage chorgeng current o la than 300 mA. See Reaerks.

Remarks - Failure of four speciens to remain energized during the SLS/LOCA exposure (tee above)was possibly caused by problems with toet vessel penetrations; the problem were not considered tobe indicative of the cable performance nor of conditions in a nuclesr power generating etation.'Note that all specimens withstood a final high-potential.-withstand test.

Itull itations are provided in the text.

A"e Section 4.5 for description of spray area calculation.

3A supplemental letter report ie available which discusesc tbe
teat methods and the reasons for intermittent cable deenergizing.

1-1

IFrankin Research Center
A Omeson d The Frswn knsona
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ESSEX GROUP, INC.

POWER CONDUCTOR DIVISION

PROTEC'T REFPORT
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MAIN STEAM LI.E BREAK (MSLB3)

Test On A1ged And Irradinted Cable Snecalmns

*

1anufacture and prepare samnplen of Class IE cablc for ating and
L:-ulsequent submittal to Isomedix, Inc. for irradiation and simula-
tion of Main Steam Line Dreal; Tempezzture and Pressurc Profile.

CO7C'CLIISION:

Specimens of Class 1E EP insulated conductor having successfully
withstood the effects of heat aging to 40 years at 90C, irradiation
to a level of 2.05 x 108 Rads (Co60) and a MSLB temperature and
pressure profile according to the requirements of the TVA Specifi-\
cation are judged to be fully qualified for service according to
the referenced specifications.

REFERENCE.

TVA Specification 25.016 Item 93 Contract 6-825722
Isomedix Radiation Certification
EsSex Arrhenius Plot (Class 1E EP)

Respectfully submitted,

--QUOYAH

B08.27 3 2 0-1 Chief Engineer

-1
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COMPANY
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QUALIFICATION OF OKONITE ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE RUBBER INSULATION

FOR NUCLEAR PLANT SERVICE

Affaedix 2.
IShee 13 of 19

... . .

The Okonite Company's continuing Research and Development activitiesas a compounder of elastomeric materials has led to an evolutionarydevelopment of Okonite dielectric. This insulation is fully capableof meeting all aging, moisture, radiation and flame test requirementsof IEEE Standard No. 383 and is therefore capable of nuclear plantapplication.

INDEX

Okonite
Form No.
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(b)
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Title

Qualification of Okonite Ethylene-Propylene Rubberfor Nuclear Plant Service

Aging, Radiation and LOCA Testing Okonite Ethylene-Propylene Rubber Insulated Cables for Nuclear PowerGenerating Stations

Moisture Resistance - Okonite Insulated Cables

Vertical Tray Flame Test - IEEE Standard No. 383

Form: N-1 (Revised 7/3/78)
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OKONITE-FMR FLAME RETARDANT ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE

FEB-cIL- 13
Appid;x 2
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RUBBER INSULATION FOR NUCLEAR PLANT SERVICE

Q'ualification for nuclear plant service has been performed at Okonite onSamples of Okonite-FMR insulated wire. Okonite-FMR Is a flame and moistureresistant ethylene propylene rubber which was formulated and compounded byOkonite. This insulation is fully capable of meeting all the aginq, radiation,moisture, and flame test requirements as stipulated in IEEE Standard 383-1974.Based on the test results presented in this report, Okonite-FMR is qualifiedfor nuclear plant applications.
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September 17, 1981
ENGINEERING REPORT NO. 3S5 AE8 Bi2

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK QUALIFICATION TEST ON Ske e 17 o¾
OKONITE, OKONITE-FMR X-OLENE-FVR AND OKOGUARD INSULATIONS 

&j 2L

Introduction
A design basis event (DBE) main steam line break test (MSLB) was
performed on Okonite, Okonite-FMR, X-Olene-FIIR, and Okoguard in-
sulations. These insulations have previously been qualified for
nuclear plant use in prior LOCA tests. The purpose of the MSLB
was to determine if these insulations could maintain an electrical
load during such an event. The test profile was based on a
customer's Postulated MSLB parameters with margin added. IEEE
Standards 383-1974 and 323-1974 were incorporated in the test pro-
gram.

As described in this report, qualification testing was performed
by Isomedix, Inc. and Approved Engineering Testing Laboratories in
two MSLB tests. These tests are documented in report numbers 558-
1021 (September 22, 1980) and 558-1077 (April 8, 1981) and are avail-
able for audit at Okonite headquarters.

Conclusion
CAll four insulations were qualified to the MSLB-DBE described

herein. All samples met the specific performance requirementsestablished prior to testing. These requirements are describedin the body of this report.

Procedure
Qualification to the MSLB-DBE for all four insulations was accom-
plished in two tests. Okoguard, Okonite-FIR and X-Olene-FMR were
tested in the first MSLB test. Okonite insulation was qualified
in the second test.

With the exception of sample preparation and thermal aging, the
first test was performed by Isomedix. Inc. Okonite was respon-
sible for sample preparation and aging. In the second test Okonite
again performed the sample preparation and thermal aging. Isomedix
was contracted for irradiation services. AETL performed the MSLB
and post MSLB tests. For both tests, the reports were written by
AETL.

The following samples were selected for testing.Set 
Descrivtion(A) SkV, 1/C #6 AWG (7X) bare copper, .020" extruded semicon-ducting screen, .090" extruded Okoguard EPR, .030" extruded

semiconducting insulation screen, .005" bare copper shield-
W ing tape: Four samples - fifteen feet (effective).Reference No. 01-3663-1
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STATEMENT OF PFROBLEM-

The PJJ family of cables, used in Class 1E circuits outside containment, lackcontract-specific documentation to prove their qualification in harsh environments.

ABSTRACT

Based on a combination of generic test data and engineering analysis, the PJJ familyof cables have been shown to be acceptable for performance of Class 1E operationuntil the NRC's final compliance date for equipment qualification.
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R2 I- 3 2 EQS ito. EEB-CBL-157 TVA ID No
_____ 1 ~ - 'j 7Type PJJ Cable

'- .1 - - e9 Ft / S Y ||Rev 2?LQ 'i, t1[,T nwClJl -dC'T .I0T (TE()iamlufact urer (,n( r1;,dp] .;TJ)(* See Table 3.11-8A, Sheets 1005, 1006, and 1007
_Vvi-ficatiol cn T(Thule 3.11-8A Sheets 1005, 1006, and 1007)\Yr~ficpeion ofVT TX Equ;p7-;2nt lyne - fhe equipment has beeru identified 'as per 1VA ID nUmberdesiqr. 1 t 0n S , 1ov, SO, etc.).
X- LocI i on - 'he locaLionl has byren identified (E.G. , Inside Primaryr- nt& inlneit, frtn-lus, Individually Cooled Rooms, Gecneral Spaces, orarcea arfected by H[L3 outsic1e primnary ccntainmnent)..
X CoAnUri' -A Ui)i e TVA iD number has been assicnnd (e.g., d-FSV-68-303).
X- FU c ; -n A f unctional dcscviptjon of LThe co.,oIejt has bejri given

]9 ,S- Generator Bllo.;downi) .
X Con'.L art i'o., 1f3nuffactwrer, and Model lo. - The contract numb'er,ma n uJc uC Le, I nAd mondel number h^;.s been g-iven.
X Abn'-m\ or Arccic-'-t ILn - AlI ab, no rma'l o r accidotn, cnviro nimeritaIcci diin& aEpplicXL~)e to ticS equjip':.ent hive becn identified either intabie. or by r efcences to figures frum tables.
X Env'i-r-:-:!n-2nt to ,_Qual ifiecd-- T::; enm-Ironment to w.hich th2 equmipr-m;.tnav L7.;l I ifiod is aderesseo in cithiur the tabl us or the Cevi i meit. 1lJ analysiL a ttached.
*yX Catoc(o - A Cata;?n'y of a, b, c, or d haS been d ,efind for t- eqi rt.
X Opie- ion a-rd' AccLu"CV ip e' an Dcmonstrated - The operation nndaccur&} a-, ' irecl d n deil"on.trtcd have bcn denin d.

|fl iicatior Status 'f.ble, NA if not) Qualified Life see Appendix ]x Qualifilioi t ti oand Tihthnd - A qualificatioen report and the me'ti;;doi qua I i iCdtaOt1 bceall icrit-i,7ied.
X. ,cnvir .- l',* ;",-tal ,irza :sis - An civtvi-onm.?nta1l anal'sis, has bean dcme, attachedt.o tn'! i, C i n -. r'ly 1evie'%'cd by thre respan"i:i,1C o01r- .f §zation.

NA Qua',- i xon by',, (iT arplicable) - A Justif-icati -' for4:u i!\' SiH;i!urity is att3chedl to ti;c LOS consi(Orin hel tineab, )vu, arI:, re -eii; -Lr t LO appropriate ta bles.
X Q cP.1'c - ti o n, : of '<cvroal (ict _ _ (If applicble) -an :-Iist5 a] xct C"Imn24cj172i ~ -

1S LISC' L ', fu i;vjre tE ,r oe it.-;i, 6. 1itO all exlt Cii'.lD!Cl' arE ji -an :pfle'1i l ithl -1 ,c-fcrrac, to apprrn,'izate t'.l es with j ti fi C' t C'rfor (i if i Cat:' cunsideri('.7 allI the w:!?O'vu factoc's.
M/A luiterim Q,,jalificit4(;n (TIf iccia) - (0 ''n item) - Comp(imc-nt h' -a s beendetern:,i n ud tbc L u! I 'f-ed only for a imi Lcd inter-in or' otperotion, an NCRhas len li-ittCI, and p1 'n of &-Li-on las lbeeni deermi nc: to yield aqo La if-i 'd c lmp;. n t . Ter-mn of Irntrim Q;a'iication *_.

- :!JR iCo .- ,,, . , ,.- 
-______ --

UlI, 1 ' 1 op-.,,I c:t:i-- - F 2 lcijr'½-),l ) ' has i•-''p:I2L. diti .ud~ L o .,:;, .fil; t l ..i,-min is attacl!-d to !.(!:!%C'( PU!.,!j't' :^ 1Zile nc;;-q'iallific7 i : a,. il j il.4i.if ijCjti(:r f f C, 't!Cg c .Ja NEiE;Bi.
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PJJ type cables cofisist -of a polyjethylene insulation and polyvinyl-chlorida
jacket. All cable of this type was constructed tested, and accepted for
use in accordance with TVA Standard Specification 25.013 - StandardSpecification for Polyethylene - Insulated Wire'and Cable. TVA StandardSpecification 25.013 invokes the applicable portions of TPCEA Standards
(such as Physical properties and methods of testing for tensile strengthand elongation of the insulation and jacket materials). The TVA

--- Specification included provisions of source inspection of factory testingand required submittal of certifiereports 
to assure compl

the specification.- 
donce 

with
The following qualification tests are represenative for the PJJ cables
which are presently installed.

le Laboratory Test'Report 17503-1 dated January 6, 1984, NuclearEnvironmental Qualification Test Program on Sequoyah Nuclear Power Station
Control Equipment and Cables. The test included cable manufactured by
Plastic Wire and Cable Corporatdi-on0 See- Appendix 2.
Wyle'Laborat-ory Test Report 17501-1 dated March 12, 1982, Nuclear
Environmental Qualification Test Program on Four-Sets of-Polyethylene/1-. 1y-Ln-y-l-Chloride6 Insulated Control Cable. The test included cable
manufactured by Plastic Wire and Cable Corporation. See Appendix 2.
Wyle Laboratory Test Report 17508-1 dated November 22, 1982, High Energy
Line Break Test Program on Two Control Equipment/Cable Assembly Test Sets.

--- The- test--included--cable-s manufact-ured by Plastic Wire and Cable Corporationand Cerro-Rockbestos. 
See Appendix 2.

The test reports show a baseline functional test was first performed and
passed. Then-functional tests were performed and passed after the
radiation test, after the temperature aging test, and after LOCA/SLB test.The tests include radiation at 1x108 rads.
The tests include temperature aging at 110 0C for 31 hours, then temperatue
was increased to 20C for 1019.5 hours.-- This represents aging equivalent
to 40-year life with an ambient temperature of 120 0F. The aging time and
temperatures were based on Arrhenius techniques.
The tests include LOCA/SLB at 3300F, 9.5 PSIG.
The cross section of cable manufacturers represented in these tests
adequately demonstrated that PJJ cable will perform similarly in the given
DBE. The variety of vendors used also proved that succcessful completion
of of the tests is a function of the chemical properties of the insulation

I
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and jacketing compound and is not dependent on the manufacturer.
Consistency in the chemical properties has been demonstrated by - -successfully completing the requirements of TVA Standard Specification25.013. This approach to generic cable qualification follows the generalguidelines for type testing as outlined by IEEE 383-1974.

All cables of the PJJ family met or exceeded the construction, testing, andacceptance requirements of TVA Standard Specification 25.013. In addition,representative samples of the PJJ family of cables supplied to TVA bydifferent manufacturers successfully passed LOCA/SLB testing. In view ofthe above, we conclude that the results show that the PJJ family of cableswill perform their safety functions satisfactorily until the NRC's final R3compliance date for equipment qualification. At that time they will eitherbe deemed qualified by virtue of testing by Wyle Laboratories or replacedwith fully qualified cables.

044279.11

I
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'Test Report
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WYLE JOB NO. 17508
".CUSTOMER

e i -; - -- P -O NQ 'ZV-5607m
PAGE i OF 299 PAGE REPORT

DATE November 22, 1982

SPECIFICATION (S) See References

in Paragraph-5.0 .-

CUSTOMER Tennessee Valley Authorit (TVA)
ADDRESS400 

Comerce Avenue, Knoxvie -

U'
T SPECIMEN Two (2) Control EoumentaCable Assembl Te

with Cabling, Splices, Terminal Blocks and Control Devices.
3.0 MANUFACTURER TvA 

- e -40 SUMMARY
Two (2) Control Equipment/Cable 

Assembly Test Sets, described in Paragraph 6.0,

were subjected to a 11igh Energy Line Breakc (iJ; T s r g ~ t o f r h
adequagy Of design to perform their requir functio nder absrmal nditons,

as specified herein. 
(EB etPormt ofrThe test items are for installation in the Browns Ferry 
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TESTREPORT40. 17508-1 Sheet 2 of 8

* TEST SPECI1MIN DESCRIPTION (Continued)

Item Descrintion

1.2 One (1) length (of not less than 10 feet) of No- 14-
AWG, 1/C, TVA Type PN, Mark WCA cable (conductor A),
containing a stranded copper conductor (7 strands/
.0385 inch), insulated by a .030-inch thick layer of
polyethylene. The assembly is jacketed with a nylon
(.004-inch thick) exterior jacket. The cable is rated
for 600 volts, 33 amperes maximum, and a maximum con-
ductor temperature of 751C.

1.3 One (1) length (of not less than 10 feet) of No. 14
AWG, 2-conductor, TVA Type PJJ (conductors B and C,
Mark WHB cable, containing a stranded copper conductor
(7 strands/.024 inch), insulated by a polyethylene
(.030-thick)/polyvinyl chloride (.010-inch thick) layer.
The assembly is jacketed with a polyvinyl chloride
(.045-inch thick) exterior jacket. The cable is manu-
factured by the Plastic Wire and Cable Corporation and
is rated for 600 volts, 19 amperes maximum and

a maximum conductor temperature of 75°C (40'C ambient
plus 350C heat rise).

1.4 Cable-splice assembly, consisting of the following:

1.4.1 One (1) length (of not less than 10 feet) of No. 16
AWG, 2-conductor (conductors D and E), Mark WVA cable,
containing a stranded copper conductor (7 strands/
.0192 inch), with a tinned coating. Each conductor is
insulated by a .020-inch thick high density polyethylene
layer. The conductor arrangement consists of a twisted
pair, 2-1/2 inches or less lay, with a shield consist-
ing of .001-inch thick Mylar and a No. 18 AWG tinned
and stranded (7 strands) drain wire. The assembly is
jacketed with a polyvinyl chloride (.050-inch thick)
exterior jacket. The cable is manufactured by Cerro-
Rockbestos and is rated for 600 volts with instrument
current at an ambient temperature of 1201F.

1.4.2 Three (3) Raychem WCSF heat shrink insulated splices,
consisting of the following:

o (2) Raychem WCSF-115-6-N insulated splice, con-
sisting of a crosslinked polyolefin sleeve (.08-
inch thick) coated with a heat-activated cross-
linked adhesive (Type N). The sleeve is 6 inches
long and is rated for a maximum of 600 volts
@ 900C (continuous operating temperature).

WYLE LABORATORIES
Huntsville Facility
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REPORT NO. -

WYLE JOB NO.
CUSTOMER
P. O. NO.

17501

TV-56071-A

PAGE i OF 143 PAGE REPORT

DATE March 12, 1982

SPECIFICATION (S)

LO CUSTOMER

DRESS

ST SPECIMEN

a MANUFACTURER

WLTP 17460-21, Rev. B

Tennessee Valley Aunthnrity

400 Commerce Avenue, Knoxville. TN

Polvethylene/Polyvinylchloride Insulated Control Cable

Plastic Wire and Cable Corporation

40 SUMMARY

Four (4) sets (total of 8 cables) of Polyethylene/Polyvinylchloride Insulated
Control Cable, described in Paragraph 6.0, were subjected to the test program
described in Wyle Laboratories' Test Procedure 17460-21, Revision 4 and Para-
graph 7.0. It was demonstrated that the specimens possessed sufficient integrity
to withstand the required test program and meet the acceptance criteria. Test
Item 3.0 experienced a dielectric breakdown during the Post-Radiation Mandrel
Bend Test at 480 VAC (both conductors to ground and conductor to conductor). The
test was performed for information and margin assessment only.

STATE OF ALABAMA 1 ISTATE OF AcesAM f
COUNTY OF MADISON m -

Flavous R. Johnson

Ala. Professional Eng.
Reg. No. 8256

-- S Da~ay: d-V buffet
Cand s n CI twIy o: uTheifreo Wn __ i thi FrOft 4 MA Zewf of 00f4
>"o as anmowg -_-ue and rmc1

my cmion Iz Ss 'I'
WYISl LABMA7iUM
SCIENTIFIC SERVICES AND SYSTEMS GROUP
HUNTSVILLE. ALASAMA

1

-------

est Report
17501-1

37902
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6i -EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The testing was performed on TVA Type PJJ Cable, markadletCtersBV 
.

2/1,4No. 14 AWG Control Cable, manufactued by Plastic Wire and Cable
Corporation-and 

supplied by TVA. The cable is Polyethylene.insulated(.020" thk) with a Polyvinylchloride 
jacket (.010" thlc), rated at

105 0 C, wrapped around each individual conductor Both: Conductors are--then wrasped, as an assembly, by a second p 6 1yvinylchloride exteriorjacket (.045" thk). The cable is rated for-75SoC-maximum 
continuous

conductor operating temperature.

. 6.1 Test SOecimens 
-

-YFour (4 sample sets of cable, as described in Paragraph 6.0, were
utilized for the purpose of this test Program Each .-sample-set-was-prepared by-Wyle Laboratories. Preparation of the cable samples con-
sisted of the assembling of 1.5" Unistrut galvanized channel with an
overall length of 8 feet plus two upstanding channel sections (one
at either end of the 8-foot section) to form a "U" shaped cable tray..
Lengths of cable (approx. -2 feet) were then'-cu tand placed into the

- channel and secured with plastic cable ties. Each of the-eight(8);channelcontained-one 
tTo~conductor c The ends of the cable,approximately 0.5 to 1 inch, were stripped,:of ins~lation to-faci-li-tate --

The cables remained 
in the trays

throughout the test until thePost-Tget Inspection' Manrel. Bend -Test.i- 
,

7.0 TEST PROC?. SEQUENCE 
.. ....

.The test .program for each sample Bet was performed in the following
sequence.

7.1 Samole Set 1

o Functional Test
o Accident Radiation Exposure (Item 1.-0)o Functional Test
o Post Test Inspection

7.2 Samole Set 2

o Functional Test
o Radiation Aging - 3 Test Specimens (Items 2.0, 3.0, 4.0)
o Functional Test 

-o Thermal Aging - 3 Test Specimens (Items 2.0, 3.0, 4.0)o Functional Testo Accident Radiation Exposure - 3 Test Specimens (Items 2.0,3.0, 4.0)
o Functional Test
o Post-Test Inspection

WYLE LABO P-
Nun Vill, Facility

I
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NEQ
Test Report

REPORT NO. -

WYLE J08 NO.
CUSTOMER
P. O. NO.

17503-1

17503

TV-56071A -

PAGE 4 OF 529 PAGE REPORT

DATE January 6, 1984

SPECIFICATION (S) See Paragraph 5.0

LO CUSTOMER Tennessee Valley Authority

ADDRESS 400 West Summit Hill Drive, Knoxville, TN 37902

2. T SPECIMEN Control equipment consisting--of terminal blocks, pushbutton oper-
ators, selector switches and contact blocks and various cables

3.0 MANUFACT~URER Various (see Paragraph 6.0)

4.0 SUMMARY

Four (4) Junction boxes, twenty-four (24) terminal block assemblies, ten (10)pushbutton operators, five (5) selector switches, seventy-two (72) contact blocks,fifteen (15) legend plates, and sixteen (16) cables, hereinafter called thespecimens, were subjected to a Nuclear Environmental Qualification Program asspecified in References 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The Qualification Program was conductedin accordance with Reference 5.4.

(DN261)

STATEOFALABAAM I Alabama ProfessionalCOULTY OF MADISO a. Engineer Req. No. 7948
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OTEST SPECI?.EN AND TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINIED)
ION . ...

N..N.U..
6.1.1.1 Conttro'l E(uieme;t (Continued)

- Items 1.12.2', 2.12.2, 3.12.2, and 4.12.2 ---1) -red-pushbuttbn-;--operator (CH1025oT115); (4) contact blocks, 2-pole, 1 normallyopen and 1 normally closed (CH10250T1); and (1) large size legend. -p-late 1 part 'number 10250TM81.

o Items 1.13, 2.1-3, 3.13, and 4.13 - Four (4) Cutler-Hanner 10250Type T, oil-tight, three position selector--stati-ons,-to be- panelmounted. -Each 'station consists of the following components: (1)* 3-position selector switch, part number --CH1B250T--304;---t4)--contact -- - blocks (norma.lly open and normally closed, part numberCH10250T48); (1) large size legend plate, -part-numb-er -1025-0TM81.' ''
o Item 4.14 - One (1) Square D, Type K;,Cl-ass''-9001, '_ h-ay-duty,oil-tight pushbutton station, to be panel mounted. The stationconsists of the following components:

o Item 4.14.-1-- (1) illuminated green -pushbutton operator (9001,-...KlL-lG); (4) normally open contact blocks (KA-2); (4) normallyclosed contact -blocks 
1KArge()sar.ge..size -legendp-late,_partne9001- N- 

. .
...

9.

o Iten4'I4.edp 
operator (0l-KR-2R (4)normally open contact blocks (KA-2); (4) normally closed contactblocks(KA -3); )J large size legend plate, part number 9001-KN-299. 

-e

o Item 4.15 - One (1) Square D, Type KS, Class 9001, heavy-duty,Oil-tight selector station, to be panel mounted. The stationconsists of the following components: (1) 3-position selectorswitch, Type KS, part number 9001-KS-52FB; (4) normally opencontact blocks (KA-2); (4) normaly closed contact blocks (KA-3);(1) large size legend plate, part number 9001-KN-299.6.1.2 Cables

o Item 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, and 4.2 - Four (4) No. 14 AWG, 2-conductor,TVA Type PJJ Mark WHB cable, containing a stranded copperconductor (7 strands/0.024 inch), insulated by a polyethylene(0.020u thick)/polyvinyl chloride (0.010" thick) layer. Theassembly Is jacketed with a polyvinyl chloride (0.045" thick)exterior jacket. The-cable -Ismanufactured by the Plastic Wireand Cable Corporation and is rated for 600 volts at 19 amperesmaximum, and has a maximum conductor temperature of 750C (400Cambient. plus 350C heat rise).

WYLE LA CRATCRJES
HuntsvilI Facility
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TITLE JUSTIFICATION FOR .¢ERI O TION FOR MS CABLES PLANT/UNIT

(CONTRACTS 85259 AND 85947) 
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STATEMENT OF PRO0BLEMf
TeScals(auactured by Belden and Times On contracts 85259 and 85947,1respectively) used in Class 1E circuits outside contanntac k 85 ntact-specificdocumentation to prove their qualification in harsh environments.

Based on a combination Of generic test data and engineering analysis the MS cableshave been shown to be acceptable for performance of Class lE operation until the
NRC's final comp-liance date for equipment qualification.
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Beide~m Cqr',oration (contract 85259)

This c~able Is XLPE insulated with a CPE jacket. The qualificatjon reportthat _applies is IJsomedix (C~omponent Ts iiin etrpr ae
- - February1976, "qualif ication eto-lcrcCbe 

n~ iuae~0~'DE bySequntia Expsure toEnvirozment~s of- RadiatioSem anCbemzalS pay." Thetes shwed that the cable is qualified for thefollovi.ng conditions:

a. Temp'erat-u-re: z,3460.F-,-
~ $. esue-: 113 psig

c adiatio0n:-2; 0 rads' ganmia
d.E~idity: - 100%
e. ~ if ie Li Say: 3.000 ppm bof. uaifid ife: 40 years ron -, pH9.-J~

,~ hughno thermal aging was perf ormed on the cable samples prior to thetest,_the,,XLPE., was: required -via- -7VA's-- specifcication.-to -m6eet certainb~i ai.nd7 e lectrical -r-equl,-rgmenhts fo~r-this ~typ* aeil Since it met
or exceeded those requirements, the material can be expected to perform.adequately in an accident qualification- test after thermal aging, as othertfests on' XITP insulation 'has p rove'n-. -The above..con-ditions envelop allareas of the plant in which the cables are located and perform safety-related -functions-.

Times Wire and Cable Company (contrac~t.85947)

This cable is insulated vith thermoplastic rubber and jacketed withPolyether polyurethane. The test report that applies is Times Wire andCable Company's test report dated April 14, 1975, "Qualification TestReport for Class lE Shielded-Instrument Cable." The test results shovedthat the cabl iqualified for the following conditions:

a.
b.
C.

d.
e,
f.

Temperature: 300*F
Pressure: 25 psig
.Radiation: 2x108 rads ganmma
H~idity: 100%
Chemical Spray: Boric acid in water,-pH 8.5Qualified Life: 40 years

The tested conditions envelop all a-reas of the plant in which the-cablesare -located and perform safety-related functions. Thermal aging was notperformed prior to the test. However, tensile and elongation measurementstaken on the insulation on other samples of the cable which were thermallyaged (12l0C for 168 hours) showed that heat aging has little or no effecton the cable.

035014-02
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Based on the above, we conclude that the Belden and Times MS cables willperform their safety functions satisfactorily until the NRC's final - -compliance date for equipment qualification. At that time they will eitherbe deemed qualified by virtue of testing by Wyle Laboratories or replacedwith fully qualified cables.

035014.02



b I - - Uhit No. 1 and 2-------- evision 
EQS No._______6.

Preparerate 7 . / /5/ Type MS Cable

ewr/bate

Manufacturer and Model-No. See ADoendix 1Verification of Table Intformation (Table 3.11-8A, Sheets 1012 and 1013 -
X Egub i LET at TV - The equipment has been identified as per TVA ID numberdesignations (such as, HOT, SM w.
X IQcti2 - The location has been identified (such as, inside primarycontainment, annulus, individually cooled rooms, general spaces, or areax affected by FMB outside primary containment).

- QMM= - A unique TVA ID number has been assigned (such as, l-FSV-68-308).X Z=2M - A functional description of the component has been given (such as,steam generator blowdown).x Contract fi., Manufacturer, and Modefl Ni. - The contract numb~er, manufacturer,and model number have been given.
x Abnormal -r Accident nviro =nt - All abnormal or accident environmentalconditions applicable to this equipment have been identified either in tables orby references to figures from tables.X Environnent to Which Ouplifiea - The environment to which the equipment has beenqualified is addressed in either the tables or the environmental analysisattached.
X QtesQzy - A category of a. b, c, or d has been defined for theequipment.

rtio d Acray R uidad monstrated - The operationd accuracy required and demonstrated have been defined.
1ualification Status (check if aplicable. ?A if not)

Qualified Life (If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualified life with anumerical entry): See AnDendix 1X Quaification Reprt and Method - A qualification report and the method ofqualification has been identified on the Table Input Data Sheet (TIDS).**L Evir - An environmental analysis has been done, attached tothe E S, and independently reviewed by the responsible organization.N/A Qualification b Similarity (If applicable) - A justification for qualificationby similarity is attached to the EQS considering all the above factors andreferenced to the appropriate tables.x QuAlification of Several Exact Corronents (If applicable) - When an EQS is usedfor more than one item, a list of all exact components is given as an appendixwith all references to appropriate tables with justification for qualificationconsidering all the above factors.
/A Tnterim -ualification (If applicable) - (Open item) - Component has beendetermined to be qualified only for a limited interim operation, an NM hasbeen written, and plan of action has been determined to yield a qualifiedccmzonent.

Term of Interim Qualification 
-

NCR No.-

ent -- (Cpen item) - (If applicable) - Ccriponent has beentermined to be urnualified; the following is attached to EQS: NCR nLuber,reason for non-qualification, and justification of continued operation.IMP No. WBNEEB8501



l Unit No. 1 and 2

PI LviJsion 0 Ri r e d3 R4 EQS No. EEB-TB-1

rerX/4/a/&> TVA D 'lo:
I-Terminal Blocks

Lcxxcr/D~ate 22 (1Jaft &J,'$Y44 I / -_/_-_
WBN EQUIPMENIT QUAL I F CATTION SHEET (EQS)

Manufacturer and Model Number See, EEB-TB-1, Appendix 1

Verification Or' Tabl 6U f-orrt t iY l *Appndfl - -)
X Equipment Tyoe - The equipment has been identified as per TVA ID number

designat on1s (e.cd., MDV, SOV, etc.).

X Location - The location has been identified (E.G., Inside Primary
Containment, Annulus, Individually Cooled Rooms, General Spaces, or
area affected by HELB outside primary containment).

NA Component - A unique TVA ID number has been assigned (e.g., 1-FSV-68-308).

X Function - A functional description of the component has been given
(e.g., Steam Generator Biowdown).

X Contract No., Manufacturer, and Model No. - The contract number,
manufacturer, and model number has been given.

X Abnormal or Accident Environment - All abnormal or accident environmental
conditions applicable to this equipment have been identified either in
tables or by references to figures from tables.

X Environment to 'Which Qualified - The environment to which the equipment
i has been qualified is addressed in either the tables or the environmental

analysis attached.

X Category - A category of a, b, c, or d has been defined for the equipment.

X Operation and Accuracy Required and Demonstrated - The operation and
accuracy required andr demonstrated have been defined.

See
Qualification Status (chef if applicable, NA if not) Qualified Life Ae ?enW |

X Qualification Renort `-? :ethod - A qualification report and the method
of qualification nils ')5':'i i;a'nt-ified.

X Environmental Analv.s- : ', einvironmental analysis has been done, attached
to the EQS, and inc:ep . y reviewed by the responsible organization.

X Qualification by Similarity (If applicable) - A justification for
qualification by similarity is attached to the EQS considering all the
above factors and referenced to the appropriate tables.

X Qualification of Several Exact Components (If applicable) - When an EQS
is used for more than one item, a list of all exact components are civen
as an appendix with all references to appropriate tables with justification
for qualification considering all the above factors.

NA Interim Qualification (If applicable) - (Open item) - Component has been
determined to be qualified only for a limited interim operation, an NCR
has been written, and plan of action has been determined to yield a
qualified component. Term of Interim Qualification

NCR No.

X Unqualified Component-(Open item) - (If applicable) - Component has been
determined to be unqualified; the following is attached to EOS:
NCR number, reason for ncn-qualification, and justification of continued
operation.

NCR No. WBNEEB8503

I
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Terminal Blocks

The terminal blocks are of the following types: General Electric Companytypes EB-5, EB-25, and CR-151B. They are all similar in physical size andconfiguration. They are comprised of single piece molded, phenolicmaterial with washer head binding screws for circuit wire connections andrated for 30 amps and 600 volts (7500V breakdown voltage). All terminalblocks are mounted in gasketed enclosures that provide additional isolationfrom other adverse conditions of the surrounding environment. In addition,terminal blocks located inside containment, the north and south steam valverooms, the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater room, the RHR heat exchangerrooms, and the RHR pump rooms (areas in which the blocks may be exposed tomoisture by either condensate in conduit or steam/chemical spray from anaccident) have been coated with Dow Corning RTV coating to protect themfrom moisture and corrosion. The enclosures for the terminal blocks inthese areas have holes drilled in them to allow moisture to drain and toprevent the enclosures from collapsing in the event of increased pressureduring an accident.

The blocks are composed of cellulose-filled phenolic material.(') Forpurposes of conservatism, all these blocks are assumed to be composed ofpaperfilled phenolic material which is the least radiation resistant typeof wood oduct filled phenolics(2). This material retains at least 50percent of its physical properties (elongations, tensile strength,etc.) at gamma radiation doses of lx108 rads. In addition, a sample of anEB-5 terminal block passed a LOCA qualification test performed by theLimitorque Corporation after a gamma radiation exposure of 204 megarads.(7)

Samples of uncoated CR-151B terminal blocks have assed an environmentalqualification test performed by Wyle Laboratories 3) in the sequenceindicated below:

a. Radiation aging to 2.75x105 rads gamma at a maximum dose rate of1.0x104 rads per hour to simulate a 10-year life.

b. Thermal aging at 1100C for 1000 hours to simulate a 445-year life.(6)

c. Seismic qualification.

d. Accident qualification at the following conditions: 2400F, 16.4 psia,100 percent relative humidity.

Also referenced in the Wyle report was the failure of uncoated CR-151B and10987 terminal blocks at the following conditions:

a. Radiation aging to l.1x106 rads gamma at a maximum dose rate of l.Ox104rads per hour to simulate a 40-year life.

I
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b. Thermal aging at 1100C for 4000 hours to simulate a 1,780-year life(6)

c. Seismic qualification.

d. Accident qualification testing at the following conditions: 3300F,26.8 psia, 100 percent relative humidity.

The failure mode of the blocks was terminal to terminal or terminal to groundbreakdown. This occurrence was attributed to extreme corrosion buildup on theterminals during the thermal aging process, which created a conductive path for shortcircuits when contact with moisture (steam) occurred during the test. We attributethe buildup of corrosion on the terminals to thermal aging, since gamma radiation hasno effect on metallic materials.

Tests performed by Wyle(4) in September 1982 demonstrated that unaged (anduncorroded) specimens of the EB-25 blocks were capable of passing a similarprofile to the one that the 40-year blocks failed. Since the 445-year thermallyaged specimens, which passed the less extreme profile, exhibited only a milddiscoloration and not the extreme corrosion seen on the 1780-year thermally agedblocks, we conclude that the failure mechanism will not be on the equipment at allduring their required 40-year service life, and they are capable of passing thehigher profile.

Also, CR-151B terminal blocks have passed an environmental qualification testperformed by Wyle Laboratories(5)in the sequence indicated below:

a. Radiation aging to 5.5x105 rads gamma at a maximum dose rate of 1.Ox104 rads perhour to simulate a 20-year life.

b. Thermal aging at 1100C for 2,000 hours to simulate an 890-year life.(6)

c. Terminal block coating with Dow Corning RTV 3140.

d. Accident qualification testing at the following conditions: 3420F, 29 psia, 100percent relative humidity, and a chemical spray of 2,000 ppm boron.

Based on the above, we conclude that terminal blocks in areas where moisture will notoccur are qualified for at least 40 years in their service environments. The DowCorning RTV coating is useful after exposure to 100 megarads of radiation.(8) Itlacks thermal aging qualification documentation, but based on the result of the abovequalification test, we conclude that the terminal blocks in areas subject to moistureexposure are acceptable for performance of Class IE operation until the NRC's finalcompliance date for equipment qualification. The coating will be qualified bycorrective action taken under NCR WBNEEB8503.

(I)Letter dated February 24, 1978, from General Electric Company toD. A. Ross, Jersey Central Power and Light Company.

I -- - ----
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(!)Radiation data from the Battelle Memorial Institute Radiation -EffectsInformation.Center Report No. 21, dated September 1, 1961, "The&Effectof Nuclear Radiation on Elastomeric and Plastic Components andMaterials," by R. W. King, N. J. Broadway, and S. Palinchak.

3)~Wyle Laboratories Test Report No. 17503-1, dated January 6, 1984,Nuclear Environmental Qualification T-est Prog-am on Sequoyah- Nuclear;--
,Power Station Control -Equipment ,ndCables-." 70,-'-'-.* . ', -.

(.4
)Wyl.e,-Laboratori~esTestReport No. 175Q8-l,.dated -November 22,1982,

-, ,,:"High Energy Line B~reak (HELB) Test Program onTwo (2) Control -, Equipmen /Ca~ble Assembly Test Sets."

_ .W-yle Laboratories Test Report -No. 17-523-1, dated -June 20
h, 1984, "Nuclear94xnvironmental Qualification -Test -Pr-ogram on Sealants for. C~lass lE -Device-sandGE Terminal Blocks." , :.:

_6 _TVA Design Calculation dated May.2-1., 1984 (-EEB 840522 921)-. -, ---

(,JLimitorque Corporation T-est -Rport No.-B0119, dated July ,- 1-982,J-. "Qualification Type Test Report of Multi-Point Terminal Strips for Usein Limitorque Valve Actuators for PWR Service."

(-Dow-Corning publication entitled "Selection.Guide to Electrical/ElectronicMaterials From Dow Corning," Form No. 01-207a-77.

*Table 
Sheet

3.11-4 1000
3.11-5 1000
3.11-6 1000
3.11-7 1000
3.11-8 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007,

1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013

DE06;034122.02
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a 
-, TVA ID No.er/Dte -017L"I-;7See ADoendix I.!Rev iewer//Da+' .kZ

OU-!IPMENT nUALIFICA7ION SHEE'- (0'

Manufacturer and Model No. Limitorcue SB-4
Verification of ladle information (Table 3-11-8 Shee: WBN-,EEB-iO! )

x Eauiomenn Tvoe - The equipment has been identified as per TVA ID numDer
designations (such as, MOV, SOV).

x Location - The location has been identified (such as, inside primary
containment, annulus, individually cooled room's, general spaces, or area
affected by HELB outside primary containment).

x Comoonent - A unique TVA ID- number has been assigned (such as, 1-FSV-68-308).
x FunctionF- A functional description of the component has been given (such as,

steam generator blowdown).
x Contract No., Manufacturer, and Model No. - The contract number, manufacturer

and model numoer have been given.
x Abnormal or Accident Environment - All abnormal or accident environmental

conditions applicable to this equipment have been identified either in tables
by references to figures from tables.

x Environment to Which Qualified - The environment to which the equipment has be
qualified is addressed in either the tables or the environmental analysis
attached.

i X Cateqory - A category of a, b, c, or d has been defined for the
equipment.

x Operation and Accuracy Required and Demonstrated - The operation
and accuracy required and demonstrated have been defined.

Qualification Status (check if applicable, NA if not)
Qualified Life (If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualified life with a
numerical entry): 4 0 YEARS

> O Dualification Report and Method - A qualification report and the method of
qualification has been identified on the Table Input Data Sheet (TIDS).

xK Environmental Analysis - An environmental analysis has been done, attached to
the EQS, and independently reviewed by the responsible organization.

w. Qualification by Similarity (If applicable) - A justification for qualificati(
by similarity is attached to the EQS considering all the above factors and
referenced to the appropriate tables.

x Qualification of Several Exact Comoonents (If applicable) - When an EQS is usi
for more than one item, a list of all exact components is given as an appendi:
with all references to appropriate tables with justification for qualification
considering all the above factors.

A/A Interim Qualification (If applicable) - (Open item) - Component has been
determined to be qualified only for a limited interim operation, an NCR has
been written, and plan of action has been determined to yield a qualified
component.
Term of Interim Qualifi-cation .
NCR No. .

1JA Unaualified Component-Open item) - (If applicable) - Component has been
determined to be unqualified; the following is attached to EOS: NCR number,
reason for non-cualification, and justification of continued operation.
NCR No.

EQS

-
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These operators are required to operate in the environments as shown on TVA
drawing 47E235-76R0, and summarized below:

Operational Temp Rel. Pressure 40 Year Integrated Acc.
Condition OF Hum. (PSLI) Radiation (rads) Dose (rads)

1 Avg. 120 35% Atm(-) NA NA
Max. 130 50% Atm(-) 3.5 x 105 NA
Min. 80 20t Atm(-) NA NA

2 Max. 140 100% Atm NA NA
Min. 40 10% Atm(-) NA NA

3 NA NA NA NA < 1 x 104

4 325 100% 25.16 NA NA

5 NA NA 11.4 NA NA

The centerline pipe elevation of 731'-0" would indicate that these actuators
would be submerged during a maximum level flood. However, these actuators are
only required during normal system operation (reference FSAR Section 10.4.7.1).
Since the plant would be shutdown during a maximum level flood this condition
will not affect the qualification of these components.

Radiation exposure is not applicable for a HELB outside primary containment. We
conclude that the radiation exposure at this location will not detrimentally
affect these actuators and is not a factor in the balance of this evaluation.

The applicable environmental test report for these valve operators is The
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories report F-C3271. A detailed review of
F-C3271 has been made by TVA's Office of Engineering. The test component, a
Limitorque SMB-0-25 operator, was not thermally aged, mechanically aged,
seismically tested, or irradiated prior to the environmental test. The
environmental test consisted of a 12-hour exposure to an environment of
saturated vapor, beginning with the introduction of steam and a temperature rise
to about 212OF, for approximately 6 hours followed by a temperature drop to
about 1550F for 6 hours. The pressure was maintained at 7 inches water gage
throughout the test. The performance of the operator was monitored periodically
throughout the test by cycling under load and measurement of insulation
resistance on all power and control leads periodically during the test.
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Limitorque Valve Actuator.Qualification Report B005.8 .section4..1..4; states
"Generic qualification means qalifving a.group (family) of actutors b -.

subjecting a valve actuator representative of the family to the aging and-
environmental criteria indicated in this report . . The size..SMB.-0. actuators
is' an average, mid-size unit, and all other sizes of the type SMB, SB, SBD, andSMB/HBC are also deemed qualified.I All sizes are constructed of the same
materials with components designed to equivalent stress levels, same clearances
and tolerances with the only difference being in physical-size which varies
corresponding to the differences in unit rating."-...

Report B0058, section 3.2.2 states:. '". . . thermal aging is a function of thethermal rating of the material in-question. When considering the phenolic
insulation material used for switches, U.L. was the only reference that couldbe found that addresses thermal rating/life of plastics.

Underwriter's Laboratory-has conducted detailed studies into many-phenolics
deriving a published temperature index. This index is considered the maximum
temperature at which the material can be used continuously. An article
titled "A New Temperature Index: Who Needs It" published in September 1970 in"Modern Plastics" discusses the index and indicates how it was established.
, The article indicates that the temperature index was established. at the point
wheret.he property of impact strength, tensile strength, or. dielectricstrength reduced toonehalff its t theconclusion of 6 104
hours. - . e

The switch material we are using is a molded phenolic which has a temperature
index of 1500C. Since a-valve actuator is an intermittent operating device
and does not run continuously, it-would be safe to assume the aging
characteristic follows the 100C rule.

Considering a 600C ambient as the base for an aging temperature, the switch
material would reach its 50% property (the same base as U.L. used) in 3.07 x
107 hours. Forty year life would represent 1.2% of available life. Since
degradation would be directly proportional to life, it becomes obvious that
degradation would be.negligible. .

The subject operators are designed, constructed, and generically similar to the
operators tested in Limitorque report B0003, except for the addition of the
motor brakes. The environmental test portion of this qualification test (B0003)consisted of a 16-day exposure to an environment of saturated vapor. The test
temperature was 2500F for about 24 hours and 2000 F for 15 days. The
pressure was maintained at a range of 25 psig to 10 psig. See Appendix 3 forthe actual test temperature/pressure/time profile. Operator was meggered and
cycled during the test.
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Report B0058, section 4.4 states ". . . parameters have been established--to
accommodate the possibility of a Main Steam Line Break driving containment
chamber temperatures up to 4920F for a short period of time (few minutes).
Pressures remain substantially the same. Due to the heavy metal sections of theactuator, which act-as a heat sink,-Limitorque theorized that the internal areas
of the actuator would not exceed saturated steam temperature during the fewminutes it would be exposed to the high superheated temperature. In interest ofverifying this theory, Limitorque conducted a 6 hour superheat test subjecting
an actuator to superheated temperatures of up to 3850F at a pressure of 66
psig. The actuator was not connected electrically to permit use of thermo-couples on limit switches and in several locations in the limit switch
compartment. Report B0027 describes the test and proved the actuator acts as aheat sink, maintaining saturated steam temperatures corresponding to the test
chamber pressure, even with elevated ambient temperatures for short durations oftime."

Report B0027, sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 states "The Limitorque Valve Actuator andmotor consists of a heavy mass of metal that acts as a heat sink with a limitedsurface area which retards the heating of internal components and lengthens thetime required to establish thermal equilibrium with the outside ambient.
Superheat is an unstable steam state that readily collapses into a saturated
steam condition when exposed to a suitable heat sink. Since the motor magnetwire and actuator switches are in such close proximity to heavy metal sections,
the ambient temperatures in both the actuator and motor would tend to stabilize
at saturated steam temperatures until the entire metal structure reaches the
saturated steam temperature."

The operator subjected to the superheat test was an SMB-00, which weighs about200 pounds. The operator covered by this EQS is an SB-4 which weighs about2000 pounds. The SB-4 has about a 10 times greater mass than the tested
operator and therefore has greater heat sink capabilities. This fact in itselfwill lend to additional conservatism in the conclusions reached in report B0027,when they are applied to the SB-4 operator.

FCV-3-33 and FVC-3-100 are located in the south valve vault and will have the
following environment during a HELB.

a. 3230F for 12 minutes at 25.18 psia.
b. Temperature and pressure linearly decrease until 24 hours into

the event, after which they stabilize at approximately 100 0F.

lI
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, ,- FCV3--47 and -FCV-3-87 are --located in the. north valve vault and will.have the
, ,,following environment during aHEiLB. , -

a. 3250F for 12 minutes at 23.17 psia.
c- - joempe;4ature and,..pressure linear lydecrqAsezunttil 24 hours into-the

event. after which thev stabilize at approximately 1000F. ;

The saturated steam temperature for-each valve vault ,is:.

South valve vault at 25.178,psia ,..242.6 0250F .
nt SNorth valve vault at 23.17.psia = 236.66F'

These temperatures were obtained-from the 1967 ASMESteam.Tables, Appendix 4,
..and rounding up- to the next higher listed.pressure.

Based on the conclusions reached by report B0027 the operator internals would
exceed approximately 2370F, the..saturated steam.temperature in the north

valve vault, 'and approximately 2420F, the-saturated steam temperature in the
south.valve vault. -

The operator will absorb a specific quantity,,of. heat, due-.,to its.mass-and
limited-surface-.area, without raising-the. temperature of the motor and internal
components above the saturated steam temperature.. The time duration which the
operator can withstand higher temperatures can-.be estimated by proportion.-
Appendicies 5 and 6 are the calculations indicating the estimated time the
operators could be subjected to the maximum ambient accident temperature without
the temperature of the motor and internal components exceeding the maximum
saturated steam temperature. Results are shown below.

South valve vault = 41.75 minutes
North valve vault = 43.81 minutes

The ambient temperature in the valve vaults at these times into the event is
approximately 2400F to 2450F and will be at 200OF 60 minutes into the
event. So no additional heat transfer will occur from the vault environment to
the operator, and the operator will also begin its cooling progression.
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These valves are required to close automatically within 5 minutes into an
acc.dent on the safety injection (SI) signal and remain closed for the duration
of the accident to isolate feedwater flow to the steam generators. Operator
closure time is 6.5 seconds after receipt of signal to close. - -

TVA has performed a failure evaluation for equipment in the steam vaults for
failure due to superheating following steam generator tube uncovery (NEB 840904
221) (see appendix 7).

Assumption b on page 3 of this failure evaluation applies to steam line breaks
resulting in a steam line differential pressure signal greater than or equal to100 psi. At this condition an SI signal would be generated.

When the SI signal is generated, reactor trip, containment isolation, feedwater
isolation, and automatic startup of the auxiliary feedwater system will occur
within approximatly 2 to 3 minutes, assuring a successful unit shutdown.

This failure evaluation concluded that the subject valves will close on a
feedwater isolation signal which is generated by an SI signal.

TVA requires the use of multi-strip terminal blocks in the operators. These
terminal blocks were tested at 1380C (2800F) for 300 hours as shown in
Limitorque test report B0119.

These operators contain VITON seals and gaskets (see appendix 11). We have
performed a thermal analysis on the VITON material using the assumptions which
we have summarized below: -

1. The material activation energy chosen was the lowest value obtained in a
document search. This was done to ensure the conservatism of the analytical
results.

2. The materials were evaluated against the forty (40) year service life plus
a one hundred (100 day) accident condition.

3. The maximum normal environmental temperature was used to determine the
expected life of the material. The life of the material lost during an
accident was determined. From these two (2) analyses, a usable life
was obtained.
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For-nonmetallic materials the-time-temperature degradat~ion process.,can
be defined by a single zemperature reaction., that- follows the Arrhenius. ,

- . . .. _ 
. .-

I I - ~ ~ . _ .. -- , I ,'equation.~ 
L

Based on the above TVA has determined an expected usable thermal life for the
VITON seals as shown below (see appendices 8, 9, and 10).

5Expected Life (years) - Accident Life (years) Usable Life (years)

.47,182.28 - . -1.57 47,180.71 . .

These actuators have motor:brakes' The function of the motor brakes is to
absQrb the interia produced by these fast closing valve operators. Failure of
the:'brakes, could cause the stem to grind into the seat of the valve thus causing
leakage and possible-damageto-thevalve, butonly after repeated closing
operation without-the brakes. ..,The failure of the brakes will not prevent the
valve from performing its safety function, unless the valve has been operated
repeatedly after failure of the brakes. Surveillance.procedures at WBN provide
for inspection of these valves., These procedures would identify any failure of
the brakes. The brakes will be replaced as a part of our maintenance program as
needed.

k'Based on the above we conclude the following:

a.- The-subject-,operators, are- generically similar to those operators
tested in reports B0003 and B0027.

b.' Motor and internal components will not exceed saturated steam
temperatures, reference report B0027.

c. Similar operators were ...te.sted-.and ..qualifed to. 250°F,Jat 25_ p.s.ig.
(39.7 psia) and 100% relative humidity, reference Limitorque report
B0003, and to 212 0F at 7 inches of water with saturated vapor,
reference Limitorque report F-C3271.

d. Valve will perform its intended safety -function within the prescribed
timeframe to assure successful unit shutdown.

e. Failure of the motor brakes will not prevent the valve from performing
its safety function...

f. The operators are qualified for their intended service.

Prepared By: / 69Z 5

Reviewed By: gA

LJSl.10
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Table 2. Properties of Saturated Steam and Saturated %ater (Pressure)

Vol um e, f ' I brrPr, ss

'ia

lOC.0
9St .C

9t.c;7 .*

9t.C9 * C.

9'.C

S'i . 0

9. .0
S1.G

89.0

87.0

85.o
es.o

83 .0
82 .0

80. 0
78.0
7e .a
77.a
76.0

75.0

73 .0
72.0
71.0

70.0
=69.0
-a.o

7.0
66. 0

65.0
64.0
63.0
62.0
61.0

60.0
5s.0
58.0
57.0
56.0

55.0
54.0
53.0
52.0
51.0

50.0
49.0
4a.0
47.0
46.0

45.0
44.0
43.0
42.0
41.0

40.0

39.0
3e.0
37.o
36.0

Temr..

F

327 .82
327. IC
326.2c
325..t
32'. BE!

324.12
323. 7
322 .61
321.8-
321 .0'

32C.2e
319.49
318.65
317 .89
317.08

316.26
315.4!
314.40
313.75
312.90

312.04
311.17
310.29
309.41
308.51

307.61
306.69
305.77
.304.83
303.89

302.93
301.96
300.99
299.99
298.99

297.98
296.95
295.91
294.86
293.79

292.71
291.62
290. 50
289.38
288.2'4

287.0e
2e5.90
2e4.71
283.30
282.27

2el.02
279.74
278..45
277. 14
275.6o

274.44
273.06
271.65
270.21
268.74

26 .25
265.72
264.17
262.58
260.95

259.29
257.58
255.84
254.05
252.22

250.34
248.40
246.41
244.36
242.25

0.017151 10.4794
0.01712e 10.7315
0.017124 10.9964
0.017111 11.2752
0.017097 .11.5689

0.017083 11.8788
0.017069 12.2063
0.017054 12.5529
0.017039 12.9205
0.017024 13.3110

0.017009 13.7266
0.016993 14.1699
0.016977 14.6437
0.016961 13.1515
0.016944 13.6969

Enihalrn, Bwr lhrr

Steam

1. 1.310
1..'.734.
4.51Ce
IL. 560f
4.bO''

V at er

C .0177uC

0.017732
0.017?'2
0.0177:6
0.01770E

C.01770C
C.017 6q2
0 . 01 768a
0.017675
0.017667

0 .0 176 59
0.017651
0.017642
0.0177624
0.0176Z5

0.017617
0.0170oe
0.017600
0. 017591
0.017582

0.017573
0.017565
0.017556
0.017547
0.017538

0.017529
0.017519
0.017510
0.017501
0.017491

0. 0 17482
0.017472
0.017463
0. 017453
0.017443

0.017433
0.017423
0.017413
0.01740!
0.017393

o.o0v7e3
0.017372
0.017362
0.017351
0.017340

0.017U29
0.017319
0.017307
0.017296
0.017285

0.017274
0.017262
0.017250
0.017238
0.017226

0.017214
0.017202
0.017189
0.017177
0.017164

Evap,.
V,

* *1.13!~

5* 424
1. * 376

'.6:!'
4 .66C
' .7282
A.777C
4.8268

. '?77
4. 929e
4.9627
5. 0370
5.0925

5.149!
5.2073
5.2667
5. 3276
5.3e9e

5 .(53t
s. 5189
5.585e
5.6544
5.724e

5. 7969
5.8710
5.9469
b.0250
6. 1051

6.1875
6.272 1
6.3592
6..4488
6.5410

6.6359
6.7337
6.8345
6.9384
7.0456

7.1562
7.2705
7.3e886
7.5106
7.6369

7.7676
7.9030
8.0433
8.1888
e.339e

6.4967
8.65s7
.829 3

9.005e
9.1898

9.3816
s.5819
9. 7911

10. 0100
10.2392

4.8935
4.947!
S. 0004

5. 1101

5. 1669
5.2249
s-2e43
5. 311
5.40 74

5. 4711
5.5e34
5.6034
5.6720
5.7423

5.8141
5.88e5
5.9645
6.0425
6. 1226

6.2050
6.2896
6. 3767
6.1.662
6.5584

6. 6533
6.7511
6.8519
6.9558
7.0630

7.1736
7.2879
7.4059
7.5280
7.6543

7.78e0
7. 9203
e.0606
8 .2061
e.3571

8.5140
8.6770
8.s465
9.02331
9.2070

9.39se
9.5S91
9.8083

10.0272
10.2563

10.49s5
10.7487
11 .0 16
11.2923
11.-586

11.e8959
12.2234
12.5700
12.9376
13.32e8

13.7436
1..1869
14.6607
15.1684
15 .7138

Entropv, Btu Ibm . R Energy, BLu Ibrr-

'A ater
h1,

2q7. e
297.:
297.0
295.5

293.6

29!.:
292.
291 .5

290 .7
2E9 .9
2e9.c
288.2
227.1

286.5
2M5.7
284.e
283.9
2E8.30

282.1
281.e
280.3
279.4
278.5

277.6
276*6
275.7
274.7
273.7

272.7
271.7
270.7
269.7
268.7

267.6
266.6
265.5
264.4
263.3

262.2
261. I
259.9
258.8
257.6

256.4
255.2
254.0
252.e
251.5

250.2
248.9
247.6
246.2
244.9

243.5
242.1
240.6
239.2
237.7

236.1
234.6
233. 0
231.4
229.7

228.0
226.3
224.5
222.7
220.e

218.9
217.0
214 .9
212.9
2"v 7

Eart. Steam

eee.e. 118.2
8Ee.2 11W7.c
88e.8 Ile6.8
890.S. 118b.6

891.s 112t.2

892.7 1186.9
89Z.2 118s.7
8193.9f 1185.5
89'.s. 115.35

e94.Lz Iles.!
89S.2 1185.0
89e.e 1184.e
896.1. 118'-.'
897.0 Ula..4

897.7 1184.2
88.e3 1le4.0
89s.0 1183.e
899.6 1183.5
s0o.3 le13.3

900.9 1183.1
901.6 11e2.e
902.3 1162.6
902.9 L112.4
903.6 1182.1

904.3 1161.9

905.7 1181.4
906.4 1161.1
907.1 1180.8

907.8 1180.6
908.5 1180.3
909.3 LE80.0
910.0 1179.7
910.8 1179.4

911.5 1179.1
912.3 1178.9
913.0 1178.6
913.8 1178.2
914.6 1177.9

915.4 1177.6
916.2 1177.3
917.0 1177.0
917.8 1176.6
918.7 1176.

919.5 1175.9
920.4 1175.6
921.2 1175.2
922.1 1174.9
923.0 1174.5

923.9 1174.1
924.8 1173.7
925.7 1173.3
926.6 1172.9
927.6 1172.5

928.6 1172.0
929.5 1171.6
930.5 1171.2
931.5 1170.7
932.6 1170.2

933.6 1169.8
934.7 1169.3
935.8 118e.8
936.9 1168.2
936.0 117.7

939.1 1167.1
940.3 1166.6
941.5 11t6.0
942.7 11t5.4
943.9 11b4-8

945.2 1l64.1
946.5 1l13.5
947.9 11t2.a
949.2 1162.1
950.6 11l1.4

25.o 240.07 0.016927 16.2845 16.3010

Water Fvap. Steam

0.4743 1.120i. 1.6027
0.47! 1.1302 1.6c03L
0.4724 1.13ZC 1.604#.
0.47 '. 1.133 I 1.6O0z
0 .'704 I.156 I- 1.ofI

0.1.9. 1.1!7t 1.6069
0.4684 1.1!S9 1.607a
0.4t7'7 1.1.12 1.608'
0.4b66. 1.1131 1.6095
0.465' 1.145C 1.6101.

0.1.641 1.11.70 1.6113
.0.46! 1. 148E 1.6122
0.4t22 1.1309 1.6131
0.1611 1.1529 1.6140
0.41601 1.1S.. 1.6150

0.4590 1.1369 1.6159
0.4579 1.1590 1.6169
0.4568 1.1611 1.6178
0.3556 1.1632 1.618e
0.1.543 1.1653 1.6198

0.41534 1.1675 1.6208

0.4522 1.1696 1.6218
0.4510 1.171e 1.622S
0.149e 1.1741 1.623'
0.4486 1.1763 1.6250

0.4474 1.1786 1.6260
0.4462 1.1809 1.6271
0.1.449 1.1833 1.6282
0.4437 1.1856 1.6293
0.4424 1.1880 1.6304

0.4411 1.1905 1.6316
0.4398 1.1929 1.6327
0.4385 1.1954 1.6339
0.4372 1.1979 1.6351
0.4358 1.2005 1.6363

0.4344 1.2031 1.6375
0.4330 1.2058 1.6388
0.4316 1.2084 1.6401
0.4302 1.2112 1.6413
0.4287 1.2139 1.6427

0.4273 1.2167 1.644C
0.4258 1.2196 1.6453
0.4243 1.2224 1.6467
0.4227 1.2254 1.6481
0.4212 1.2284 1.6495

0.4196 1.2314 1.6510
0.4180 1.2345 1.6524
0.4163 1.276 1.65E39
0.4147 1.24oe 1.6555
0.4130 1.2441 1.6570

0.4112 1.2474 1.6586
0.4095 1.2507 1.6602
0.4077 1.2542 1.6619
0.4059 1.2577 1.6636
0.4040 1.2613 1.6653

0.4021 1.2649 1.6671
0.4002 1.2666 1.66e9
0.39;8 1.2724 1.6707
0.3962 1.2763 1.6726
0.3942 1.2eO0 1.6745

0.3s21 1.2e''4 1.6765
0.3soo 1.2e88 1.6785
0.387e 1.292E 1.6106
0.3856 1.2972 1.6827
0.3e33 1.3017 1.6849

0.3809 1.3063 1.6872
0.3785 1.3110 1.6895
0.3760 1.3159 1.6919
0.3735 1.3209 1.E944
0.3709 1.3260 1.6969

0.3682 1.3313 1.6995
0.3654 1.336e 1.7022
0.3626 1.3125 1.7050
0.3596 1.3U83 1.7080
0.3566 1.3541 1.7110

35.0
34.0
33.0O

30.0
2S.0

27 a
26.0

VAater Steam

:, U

298.2 1105.2
247.5 Ilos.o
29o.7 110%.9
?95.9 1104.8
295.2 1104.6

294.4 1104.5
293.6 110&-..
292.8 110z.2
292.0 1104.0
291.2 1102..

290.1 1103.7
289.6 1103.6
288.8 1103.1
287.9 1103.3

287.1 1103.1

286.2 1102.9
285.4 1102.8
284.5 1102.6
283.7 1102.1
282.8 I1C2.3-

281.9 1102.1
261.0 1101.9
280.1 1101.7
279.2 1101.5
27a.3 11014.

277.3 1101.2
276.4 1101.0
275.4 1100.8
274.5 110A1.6
273.5 1130.4

272.5 1100.2
271.5 1100.0
;70.5 1099.8
269.5 1099.6
268.5 1099.3

267.4 1099.1
266.4 1098.9
265.3 1098.7
264.2 1098.4
263.1 1098.2

262.0 109e.0
260.9 1097.7
259.8 1097.5
258.6 1097.2
257.4 1097.0

256.2 1096.7
255.0 1096.4
253.8 1096.2
252.6 1095.9
251.3 1095.6

250.1 1095.3
248.8 1095.0
247.4 1094.7
246.1 109R4.

244.7 1094.1

243.3 1093.8
241.9 1093.5
240.5 1093.1
239.3 1092.8
237.5 1092.4

236.0 1092.1
234.5 1091.7
232.9 1091.3
231-3 1090.9
229.6 1090.5

227.9 1090.1
226.2 1089.7
224.4 1089.2
222.6 108e.8
220.7 1088.3

218.8 1087.9
216.9 1087.4
214.9 106.8
212.8 1086.3
210.6 1083.8

209.5 952.1 1160.6 0-3585 1.3607 1-7141 2o&.4 ioa5.2



Table 2. Properties of Saturated Steam and Saturated Water (Pressure) '

Press. Temp.
psia F Uatee Eva . Stearr,

.3

Z *.

2-.'

232.

22.!
22.L
21.'
21 .C
20. '

20. .
19.5
IS.C
18.!
18.c

17.5
17.0
16.5
16.0
15.5

15.0
16t. 696

14. 0
13.5

13.0
12.5
12.0
11.5
11.0

10.5
10.0

V 2*0.07

228.9t

23e.se
2!!;.z7

2 1.e!2 !!.c.7

22S.2e

227.s 9
22b.62
22- .2.
223.a..
222.'.i

220 g..*

219..,.
217.9C
216.3,2
214.7O

213.93
212 oo

- 211.32
209.se'-

-207.75

-205.8
203.95

:-20196e

-89
1s7. 7s

.7. 93

- 95.si -

173.56
-
1
70.8Q.

218.21
pi 1se.*6 c-

182.86
179.93

173.56
170. vs

166.29
162-224
160.52
158.73
156.as

154.96
152.96
150.88
148.70
146.41

164.00

141..47
138.78
135.93
132.88

129.61
126.07
122.22
117.98
113.26

107.91
101.74
98.24
'94 ja
90.Os

e5. 218
79. 586
72.869
68. 929

i 64.484

59.322
5Z.160
45.453
35. 023
32. 018

e .
7.5
7.0
6.5
6.0

5.5
5.0
6.8
-6

6.6

6.2
6.0
3.8
3.6
3.6

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.6

2.2
2.0
1.:
1.6
1.4

1.2
1.0
0.9
0.e
0.7

0.60
0.50
0.43

0.

0.15
0.10
o.0aeb5

0.0169j7

0.01691.

O.
0
169oca . -. - .s

0 . 0 1689

0.01 6 !EZ
0.01be73

O.016862

S. 01685.
0.01684..

0. 016 .2.

0.01681..

0.0167020. 017 71

C. 01 78?e~* 0.016771,

0.01676e0
0.O16724-9

. 0 1 61 1.

0.0167i6

-0.016702,

0.016689

0.016676
0.016663. 3
.016650 ;

0.016636 2
0.016622 3

0.016607 3
0.016572 3

. 0.016577 a

0 016568 Z

0.01657V 6
. 0.016510 5
11.0164.9

1  5~
0.016472 .
0.016451 3

0.016430 6"
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North Valve Vault

Calculation to determine estimated time at maximum accident temperature operatorcould be subjected to without the temperature of the motor and internal
components exceeding the maximum accident saturated steam temperature.

Maximum accident temperature = 3250F
Maximum accident pressure = 23.17 psia
Maximum accident saturated steam temperature = 236.660 F

Evaluated temperatures and time durations conservatively taken from figure 25 onTVA drawing 47E235-76 RO.

for additional conservatism in the calculation it was assumed that the operatormass is at maximum accident saturated steam temperature.

(T1 - TS)(D 1 ) + (T 2 - Ts)(D2 ) = (T1 - Ts)(D3 )

+ Where:

Tl = maximim accident temperature
T2 = accident profile temperature
Ts-= maximum accident saturated steam temperature
Dl = accident profile time duration at T1 for evaluation-
D2 = accident profile time duration at T2 for evaluation
D3 = time duration the operator could be subjected at T

Tl = 3250F
T2 = 2500F
Ts = 2370F
Dl = 41 mins
D2 = 19 mins
D3 = X mins

(3250 F - 2370F)(41 mins) + (2500F - 2370F)(19 mins)
= (3250 F - 2370F)(X mins)
X = 43.81 minutes

Therefore the operator could be subjected to a ambient temperature up to 3250Ffor approximately 43.81 minutes without the motor and operator internalsexceeding the maximum accident saturated steam temperature.

LJSl.10
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South Valve Vault

Calculation to determine estimated time at maximum accident temperature operator
couldbe subjected to without the temperature of the motor, and. i-nternal , -components exceeding the-maximum accident saturated steam-temperature:.

Maximum accident temperature = 323°F
Maximumac~cident- pressure 25 .18- psia
Maximum.-accident saturated steam 'temperature 242.25°F

Evaluated temperatures and time durations conservatively taken from figure 26 onTVA drawing -47E235-76 RO. -

,For additional conservatism in the calculation it was assumed that the operator
mass is at mkaximum accident- saturated steam temperature.-

(T 1 - T8)(D1 ) + (T 2 - Ts)(D2 ) =

(T1 -- Ts)(D3) -.

Where:

Tl-= maxiim- accident temperature.
T2.=.accident profile~ temperature
Ts= maximum accident saturated steamtemperature
D1 = accident profile time duration at T1 for evaluation
D2 = accident profile time duration at T2 for-evaluation
D3 ` -time-duration the opeator could be subjected at T-

T1 = 323°F
T2 = 250°F
Ts= 243°F

D= 40 mins
D2= 20 mins
D3= X mins

(323°F - 2430F)(40 mins) + (250°F - 2430F)(20 mins) =
(323°F - 2430F)(X mins)
X = 41.75 minutes

Therefore the operator could be subjected to a ambient temperature up to 323°F
for approximately 41.75 minutes without the motor and operator internals
exceeding the maximum accident saturated steam temperature.

LJSl.10
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The current design temperature of 325°F for the valve vault was based on the
assumption that the steam in the steam generator was at saturated conditions.
Westinghouse reevaluated this assumption and determined that the steam in the steam
generator becomes superheated from exposure to uncovered tubes.

Determine the safety implications of superhested steam of approxixately 460°F in the
steam valve vault caused by steam generator tube uncovery from a ai-n stealine break.

ABSTRACT

When the superheated stem was included in the temperature profile for the main steam
valve vault, the current equipment qu alificaton temperatures were exceeded. Based on
the thermohydraulics of the break blowdown, all safety functions will be performed
before the equipment qualification temperatures are exceeded except for the PAM
inatrumentation. The design basis of the auxiliary feedwater system will be exceeded;
bowever, for the stessiline break, one auxiliary feedvater pump to one steam generator
is adequate for maintaining a safe shutdown. Some mitigative action will be required
for the PAM instruments to assure their operation for at least one hour.
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Aa"Mot-i

The fallo s *Oumoticno heac been diacuased vith Westinghouse ad vill b
ued ifn the M&1,Xsi to dacribe the effects of a spectrum a Orem linereaks in the v ,lw Yultg. lestinghouse in currently perfouing swnsitivitV
studiea to verity these aerution

I If a steam line break is very amil such that no safety injection (ST)
signal in initiated then there will be no significant SC tube Utc~ery and
no mdditional 'uperheat vill be generated.

b. If a mail steam line break results in wn Si signal thfen superheating Can
occur due to the break. before aunerheating can be generated signific-n:
tube uncovery must take place which vill take pproeimately two to three
minutes to occur. When the SI signal is generated, reactor trip,
containmnt isolaticnx feedvater isolation, and automatic startup of the
auxiliary feedwvter (AIW) system vill ocur within apprximately two to
three minutes, assuring a successful unit shutdown Thusc the necessary
safety functions will be performed prior to significant changes in the
envircrwent for which the coeponents are qualified.

C. For large steam line hreaks, no appreciable superheat vill crcur because of
the entrained liquid in the discharge and because the blowdaen rate is so
rapid that there is little time for the mixture to become euperheated.

d. Consistent with assumption (b), this evaluation will assume a 0.86 ft 2

break using the bIeodoan rates frea Duke's Catawba plant. A temperature
profile is given in the appendix.

Discus ci on

For all break sizes in the range of assumption (a), no eents beyond the design
basis vill occur. The feedwater controls will detect the steam/feedvater floe
mismatch caused by the break and increase feedvater flow to the affected stem
generator loop. Since the main feedvater pmpe are oversised, feedwacer floe tothe affected loop will not likely keep up with the increase flow demand and a
reactor trip on law SC level and high steam/fedwater Flow miamatch will not
occur. Therefore, the possibility of uncovering the SC tubes and prcducing
auperheating will be precluded, and no safety concerns will exist, If a reactor
trip does eccur, it would likely be associated with the overper or
overteuperature tripe and not lw-lw SC level. ?or conservative, the reactor
is assumed to trip on lw-lw SC level which would result in the dinimm
secondary side voter inventory. The l-lev level trip will initiate a reactor
trip mnd autocatically startup of the AFV system. The reactor trip will also
initiate a turbine-generatar trip. Assuming offaite poner d the team &P
vaives re available, WW isolation will atcur quickly (in about me minute) as
the reactor coolant system (ICS) Ta. decreases to 56M0 F If offaite per
is unavailable, the SC safety vaIvec vill autoatically decrease 5CS T to
the no-load value. After Md isolation and reactor trip have occured,"t LSIw
system will maintain SC level, provided that two Arv trains m available for
decay heat removal, If only one AFW train is available, SC tube umcovery will
occur. Rovever, the AW system will delay the onset of superheating until such
later into the event. The increased time delay will ensure that all safety-
related functions will be perfo d prior to initiation of superheating.

184222.01 - X -
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t brek pctr is as ion (b), Simlfict puzprtwatiwt can Occur
And a detaleod Cemaid'ratl otf ach ite in the Val"e vult oust be
's"elua1toc t de UiW if t Plant can be safetly cooled dwn and maintaimad
in la hot stable cdition t details of this evaluation are given below.

P.r Me break m Pectru if aeeu >tian (c), no appreciable superheating will clcuT
nd, therefore, a datailed evaluatt0z of each it" in tte valve vault is notrequired.

Electrical Peatures

1 SG PORV Backup Eaergency Control Solenoi' Valves

1,2-PSV-l_6"b SC-I

13M1 SG-2
24,MB SG-3
31MAB SG-4

In the event of an KSLB (within the valve vault), there in a high
probability that the non-sefety-related atoatic control loop a*sociated
with the PORV on the intact loop will fail due to the harsh enviroment and
cause the PONV to stick open. This event could result in a multiple SC
blidwn event (uee NCR GZC r38211) and the loes of the muxiliary turbine-
driven pump to provide emergency feedwater if the break occurred in the
south valve vault. Ucvser, an ULB is an overcooling event ad best
estimate analysis perf d by Uestinghouse has indicated that for mIltiple
SG bl~ocrns that re bo@mded by the FM large M5L% the plant can be safely
cooled dwn and stabilized with one motor-dr.ven APW pump providing sinimm
flow to one SC. Note that this is true only for mn owercooling event.
Therefore, since owercooling events are poetulated, theme solenoid valves
need not operate to mitigate an 1SLS.

Even though no safety problem result fra the failure of this equipment,
the licensing documentation (FSAR) does not support this conclusion. In
order to meet the system functionaT requirements as described in the FSAR,
this equipment must perfam its safety function for the duraticn of the
event. 1 lwever, since the peak temperature in the valve vaults- exceeds the
qualification temperature of msct all safetv-grade equipment currently
available, it my not be possible to obtain qualified replacement equipment.

2. SC PONY Limit Switches

l,2-PCV-1-5(LS) St-I
12(LS) SC-2

23(LS) SC-3
30(LS) 5C-4

These limit witches are used only to provide SG PORV status indication
in the main control room (NCR). Since the POXVs are not required to
operate to mitigate an tSLB, the limit witches need not operate to
provide XCR indication.

X84222. 1 - 5 -
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?or breaks that vill gentrate W 161V closure sign;, the vent solenoid

-valves will accelish their protectian functicn of * ntin the 161v1

prior to significant Chang-$ in the envircnent fur hich the cosencs

are qualified. -If the break does not generate a MTV closure signl5, i:

may generate an SI signal aed superheating cur The hCsrenvirnC

caused- br-uperheating vill have an adverse effect an the solenoid valves.

If the harsh envircent caused the solenoid valves to failn *uch a -nne

that the MSIvs were to close, so safety concerns will result because the Sr

safety relief valves wilI dump the excess energy to the atmosphere. Tf the

harsh enviromeent caused the solenoid valves to fail in ch a -nner that

the t lVs cannot be cloed, so safety cmncerns will exist. The reaso in

that sioce no MTV closure signal- wa generated, ;the break must be

relatively a*-11,. oPr re'atively--alTl breaks,-thebT55k fl u will ,be,

choked regardless.'of the mmber of SC- supplying the break. Thus; the

overcoo ing transient resulting- fro the Sfaiure of the )6I/r to close will

be boded by, the "SaR large M6LI.- Since the break will affect only two

SCa, AN can be, isolatad to the affected SCr d ali *ctxbl.ched to the

intact SCo. The intact Sca will then be 'used to-cooldorn and stablise the

plaIt nven if a sngle fnilure of n'1tS-t i n intiet SC was coupled with

the failure of the ltVr in the pen pogiticn an the 'jaulted SCa, the plant

can still be cooled dnt 'As. noted in item -I, plant cooldown can be

maintained with minism DIAW to aie SC. Since two "otor-drivan AN pun" are

available AFW c be upplied 'to inj. intact 5Gc. lever, due to the

inherent design of the .TVs, a failurp that would cause the valves to

remain cpen is extremely mlikely since there re two trains of solenoid

valves with either train capable of closing the valves d nv expect d

solenoid vasl failures would, therefwe, be in th deesrgissd poitian

which wwld cause the valves to close. This design feature -ill ensure that

the intact SCa can be isolated from the faulted SC(a). Yrberefore, it is

con.luded that whether or not t"t vent solenoid valves function, plant

safety ill not be jeopardiied.

Even though no safety problem result frin the failure of this equipment,

the licensing docu entatimi (FSAt) does not apport this conclusicn. In

order to meet the system functienal requirements as described in the ?S.,

this equipment must perfiru its sfety function far the duration of the

event. Uever, since the peak temperature in the valve vaults exceeds the

qualificatisn tamperature of mcot all safetrrde equipment currently

available, it my not be possihle to ortain qualified replacement equipment.

184222.01 - 6 -
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117k? SC-2

22n7 fC-3

r breaks that will generate an 6Irv closure signal. the test solenoid
valves Wili I cCOWlish their rottive functim of maintaining a yent
path for the M1Vs prior to significant changes in the enviroent for
which the c nents are qualified It the break does not generate a
ISIV closure signsl, but does generate an SI signal due to high Stem
line differential pressure, superheating may occur. The harsh

enviroment caused by superheating will have an adverse effect an the
solenoid valves. Rcsever, te tert solenoid valves are nor-mlly in the
de-nergized pOsiti- and it is unlikely that the harsh environent vil
cause the test solenoid valves to go to the eneritized position which
would block the MSIV vent paths. Even if this did occur, plant safety
will not be jeopardized for the reascns given in item 3. Therefore, it
is concluded that the msIv test solenoi4 valves will not fail in such a
mainer that would jeopardize plant safety.

Even though no safety probleu result frno the failure of this equipeent,
the licensing documentatiin (TSAR) does not support this conclusion. In
order to oeet the system functimial requireents as described in the JSAA,
thia equipment must perform its safery function for the duration of the
event. Mowever, since the peak ttemrature in the valve vaults exceeds the
qualification temperature of most all safety-grade equipment currently
available, it my not be possible to obtain qualified replacement equipment.

5. Main Steam Line Warning Solenoid Valves

1,2-FSV-1-17 SG-I
148 SG-2
149 SC-3
150 SC-4

For breaks that will generate an !SIV closure signal, the warming valves
will close, if open, and remain closed. The solenoid valves -are used
only during startup and re normally in the dc-energized mode. It is
very unlikely that the harsh envirin:-it will cause the solenoid valves
to re-energize and re-open the warming valves.

If the break does not generate an MSTV closure signal, but does generate
an SI signal, the solenoid valves will most likely remain in the de-
energized mode. Even if for me reasorn the solenoid valves wre to fail
in the energized mode causing the warning valves to be open, plant safety
will not be jeopardized for the reasons given in item 3. Therefore, it
is concluded that the stee line -mrming solenoid valves will have no
effect an the plant's ability to mitigate an MLh event.

E84222.01 - 7 -



1

-' UBi Sttu`Lim. ll" Valve Limit Switches

' i 2 V-1-l47(LS) SC-I
148(L*) U;-2

149(U) S-3
I50(S1.) SC-G

The limit "itches are used in the -rsing valve s*&l-in circuits to
'maintain the velycs in the r-n position upon actuation fr the MM
TO'llwing an lLB (large or mal), the limit sitches may fail and allo
the warming valves to r,-open after the mSlV closure sign is reset
Rowever, if this wre to occur, plant safety will not be jeopardized for
the reaons giveL in iti 37'

7. SC B Vwdn Isoliati on Solenoid Valvesiv -'

.2-CV- *-7 ......S

!14 SG-2'

25 St; -Y3
32- SC4-

Upon receipt of a coetainment isolation signal, these solenoid operated
valves will perform their intended safety function prier to significant
changes in the envir ent for which the cp~onents are qualified. After
the vlves have performed their intended safety function, the harsh
envircwment caused by superheating may cause the valves to fail. Since the
XSLB occurs outside of contaiment, there isa no potentisl release of

'' radioactive mterial- through 'the bliodown lines and, therefore, 'no need for
containient isolation. For these reasons, 'it is concluded that these
solenoid valves have no effect an the plant's ability to aitigate an KSLB.

S. Auxiliary Feed Pump Turbine (A'?T) Steem Supply Switchover Valves

1,2-rCV-l-15 SC-I Supply
16 SC-4 Supply

These valves supply steam to the AFTPT -If an MSLB causes the failure of
either wive, plant safety is not jeopardized. ANW flw :o one SC is an
adequate heat sink to cool dwn and maintain the plant in a stable
condition. See item I .

Even though no safety problem result frin the failure of this equipment,
the licensing documentation (TSAR) does not support this conclusion. In
order to meet the system functional requirements as described in the TSAR,
this equipment m-st perform its safety function for the duration of the
event. Rowever, since the peak temperature in the valve vaults exceeds the
qualification temperature of most all safety-grade equipment currently
availab'e, it my not be possible to obtain qualified replacement equipment.

9. AFPT Steam Supply Isolation Valves

1,2-FCV-1-17 Train A
18 Train I

These valves are used to isolate the steam supply to the AM? in the

i&4222.01 - a -



ow of *a sm ly ls, Wa in the AM .o i. sisce the brek is
is t valve tlt thee valve we requir*4 to operate. The wineo
are acsaly open d it is mlikely that the hatrh onviratint will
coo" the valves to cte. IVn if the I've5 Wre to clde, 1ant

safety will 8ot 1 jeogerdied becuse the AVT is not. ieded to uiti3Ste

* atarn lie bIreak. lee item I.

10. WV Isolatin Vale,

1,2-7CV-3-3 SC-l
47 SC-2
3, SC-3
100 SC-f

Thee valves will cloe ac a feedvater isolation signal vhicn is
generated by an SI signal. In accordance with asumption (b), these
valves will cele before superheated stem is generated. Since these
are moor-opersted valves, the valves are expected to fail 'as-is" and
will not re-open.

WV. WV Upper Tap Isolation Valves

1,2-FSV-3-236A SC-I
2361 30-1
239A SC-2
2391 S0-2
242A 5G-3
2423 30-3
245A 30-4
2453 3-4

Those solenoid valves tenergize a a feedwater isolation signal wiich in
turn causes the air to went off the MsVs isolating the uper feedtar tap
freo X. In ccordance with essmtien (b), tese solenoid valves will
have parfaetd their safety function (ele the MV) bef me auperheated
&tem is generated. Since the solenoid valves doergize to perfom tteir
safety function it is unl itely that the harsh nvire nt would cause both
solenoids to fail in the energized positio. In addition, there is a chock
valve to prevent AFI from backfloving into the WW if the MY fails to
cloe.

154222.01 - 9 -



1. NM - .Y. - , . ;

187 SC-3

Te t5 ua d 0y &ring nwir cstrtup and deenergise on a feedwater

liolati., * shich is generated by an S1. In accordance with.

ssum tion (b), these solenoid vl will have erfor hear safet
functia (close the PCV before superheated ctem i generated. Since the

solenoid valves deenergize to perfcu their safety function it -5 snliktiv

that the harsh envirtprent voul cAu~e the solenoids to fail in the
energized position. In adition, the MW isolation is upstresa of thwe

check Yalve so if this valvedioi*s no~t cloe 'W iao1ation is not breache'.

13. SC Level Cortrol Valve po itioners nd'Xolenoid Valves

1,2-LCV-3-wI74 SC-1 LCV Po ici oer

175 SC-4 LrV Posit ii one r

I,2-LSV-3-174 SC-1 LCV Solenoid Valve

175 SC6- LCV Solenoid Valve

The salve positioners and solenoid valves are used to control level in

SC-I and SG-4 by throttling the feedwater supply froe the ATPT. They
are both located in the south valve vault. In the event of a steam line
break, the valve positicners may fail oen or closed. lowever, during a

steam line break-most of the AFN flow will be directed to the faulted loop
and it is not exectad that during this time SC-I or SG-4 wouv d overfill.
After the operator has taken corrective action to isolate the faulted loop
at 10 uinutes into the eventN flo vw-il be re-distributed to the intact
5Gr. the intact Wet POR s are uassumd not to have failed open. After the
levvls re brought up in the intact %C, the LCVs will start to throttle and

overfilling may occur in SG-I or SG-4 if an LCV has failed open. The
operator has adequate time to detect the overfilling through SC level,
high-level alarm, and AFW flcw and take corective mction. These actions
could include the following:

a. Place the turbine-driven psp apeed control in the sanual ode and
throttle back pp flow.

b. Trip the AMT (based an item 1, the AT is not needed to uitigate
this aant).

Te solenoid valves tC normally de-taergized to allow their asaociated
LCVs to be medulated by their respective level controllers. During a
stem line break, the solenoid valves my fail 't to superheating, but
should not cause the TCVs to close since the solenoids are in the
deenergized state. The valve positioner or diaphras ay fail causing the

18422 2.01 - 10 -



L"C" to el-se. pa a atom line brk this is am aceatble ceqnosceb'caus" flaW fr t tUbia-ri' pNP is mt -dd to mitgat& te W* (Se it- 1.)

rf, in either case4 iailure of the -lve psitiasrr or solenoid -a1* in te dedrse d'rwtion vil Iot a eopardise plant safty.
* "n though no safety problem result fro the failure of this rquiknt.the liconsift dOCOntatics: (FSU) des not mspport this cmiclusiu,. Inorder to -et the &yst-e fuocticeA1 requiremernts as described in the PSAA.thi equipent mst perform its safety functijn for the duration of theevent. er, *iCe the peak temperature in the-velve vaults exceds thequal if ictitemperature of scot all safety-grade equipment currentlyavailable, it N not be pc sible to otain qualified replacementequipment.

14. Main Steam latader Pressure Transmitters

, 2-PT-I-9A GSC-2 (PARl)
20A3 SC-3 (PAM)

These devices re used in the steam line differential pressure tripcircuits to provide a tI signal in the event of n MSL or feedwater linebreak. The pressure differential U set at 100 lb/in2 d. For a mallsteam line break wuich results in Superheating. a pressure differentialsignal will be initiated to generate a "S10 signal prior to significantchanges in the inwirinaent for which the cmpoents are qualified(assumtimo b). The pressure transmitters are poetaccident monitoring(PAN) devices nd are used by the operator to detect the faulted SC loop(s)and take corrective action. For the transmitters located in the valvevault, the equipment's environwntal qualification will he exceeded withinappro~inatelv two to three minutes of the event ad the transmitters reexpected to fail.

Plaver, these transmitters must be qutalified to operate for t letest onehour in the harsh envircrwent to enable the operator to take mitigativeacti0 and bring the plant to a stahle conditio. The transmitters my hemoved fro the valve vault or insulated to protect the- fro the hightemperatures to allow at least me hour of operation without exceeding thetransmitter's qualification tesperature.

15. ANW Pipe Break Detection an Turbine Driven Pup

1,2-PS-3-140s SC-3
1503 SG-2
1604SS SC-I
165MB Sc-4

The pressure witches (tSo) are to detect a depressurixed SC aendautcaticaly isolate MV frm the turbine-driven pump to the SC. The PS.are for an enhancenent to safety, but are not required for the mitigstion

14222.01
- 11 -



of a>-eeat. If a PS faiI s Chat.-clmes the '"escltLCc t theturbine
-, the am or drlvee * e are a ialebIa TF the PS fails or it does r otc1 the LCY, the operator has aequate time to take nus' actions (see

1. Local RUandaitches an xV isolation valve,

871 SC-!
lO05 SC-4

2-RS-3-473 -C-2

-S-i fidvwe ter Lolation-signal- is renerated there is ao interlock tchatbloci tChe -lve from beia opened. The valve will have closed before
superheted *team is generatel ae' the NS will not have failed before theOlv. Fho cloam ed There is no failure sale of the RS that could cause thevalve toreopen.

Cables

All cables entering the valve-aults are. terminated in thezvalve vaults.
Theref'ore-,' orheting these cables will not- -affect any c - pments-aich
have Dt been prrviuscly -nalys-d for .the. uperheat-condition. It will beaasued -that the -aaociated- c- onenta will fail prior- to cable failures.
110myer, this aseaption maat be wrified to smaurs that the gable_ ,insulations will sot-malt *od flow at the bonds and short cut before the
associstad ioneants he"e performadthejr-potectjie buetie;;;

Asasufing-that-the safety fuactionr for the ce pennts located inside theval'F we' ults'wil'botI'lete prior to insulation failures, it will be
cone'idired incredible for cable feilure to degrade or reverse a ceipleted
safety function (i.e., cause motor-operated valve to chanrie position or re-
anergise a solenoid valve).

lechanical Yeatures

18. Steam Generator PORVs

1,2-PCV-i-5 SC-I P0EV
12 SC-2 MOMV
23 SC-3 POV
30 SC-I P0EV

In the event of a 1all steam line bre~k the superheating may cause the
disphrams an the PORV& to rupture. If this occurred, the air pressure
co the valves will bleed off and the valves will close dve to spring
action. This is a fail-safe position. Umeever, if the harsh
eavirment were to cause the valves to stick open &de to mechanical
failures (including failures within the valve positioner or operator),
the consequences would be the same as dbscribed in item 1. *ince theconsequences in item I were acceptahle, it is concluded that failure ofthe PORVI in either the open or closed position will not jeopardize
plant safety.

t84222.01 - 12 -



1. 1ais Stem Iselatim, Valves

11 SC-2 rTV
22 OC-3 PtIV
29 SG-4 STV

The MIVs are Vye-tys valves cotrolled be a cylinder-tye valve
operator. The cylinder-type valve overat-r consists of a piston
operytir4 in a pressure-tight cylinder u ing air to open the valve and
* cbination of venting nd spring c ion to close the valve. Seel.
between the pistmo nnd the cylinder -l I and the piston rod and the end
cap re used to prevent leakage of air aut of the cyi inder housing. In
the vnt of a mall steam Ai... break, the superheating say cause the
seals to leak. This actian will bleed the air pressure off the pietor
causing the XSIV to close. This is a fail-safe position. Rlever, if
the harsh enviroment were to cause the MSIVs to stick open due to
mechanical failures in the cylindei-type valve operator, the
consequences vould be the same as described in item 3. Since the
consequences in item 3 were acceptable, it is concluded that failure of
the PGIVs in either the open or closed position will not jeopardize
plant safety.

20. SC Satety telief Valves

i22 thru 526 SC-I
517 thri 521 SC-2
512 thru 516 SC-3
527 thru 531 SG-4

The harsh envirament caused by a all steam line break will not
adversely affect the safety relief valves. The safety relief valves are
spring loeded ad as the te perature increases in the valve vault, the
valve pring constant will decrease vhich will cause a decrease in the
lift pressure. The decrease is not considered significant ad is in the
safe direction (i.e., they will lift at a ler 'ressure, thereby giving
extra margin in overpressure protection).

21. WW Upper Tap Isolation Valve

1,2-M-3-236 SC-I
239 SC-2
242 SC-3
245 SC-4

The fedvater isolation signal will be generated for all breaks t t will
cause soperheated steam to be generated (see assumptions a mid b). The
valves will be closed before any superheated stem is generated. The
Superheated stem may cause the diaph ass on the valves to rupture so the
valves will remain closed due to spring action. There is no known failure
made due to the harsh environent that would cause the valve to reopen.
Thus, the VW isolation function is maintained.

184222.01 - 1 3 -



Ciwi'

23.

22; 1 1c Yalve p - Volvo

l ,2~ v-3-'l8 'SC- ';
154 SG-2
187 SC-1
I"J SC-;4

The*e vrIves are opn onl during unit startup. 1f a break occurs, an
is generated which closes the vaIve. The valve will have closed before
superheated stem is generated. The superheated stem ws cause the
di agrms an the waives to rupture so the valves vr2l- remain closed '.e tc
spfin action. There is no known failure mude due to the harsh, cnvirorment
that wuld& cause the valve to r opSen '

I rFe*t ures

Concrete Walls a nd Structural Steel
;. , . I -. - .1. I

The structvraV steel- framres- and embedded plates ainhored to- the concrete

were al ized id it -'r cncilu'ded that they wil- undergo local ised
yielding vith aSe c~crete' fplling& crackin froa the forces' induced bv
the increased temerature fros the ISLA. The Localized vielding will not

resul't in the collapse of the structrual steel which could cause damage to
other safety-related ayates within the wvive vault. It was assumed that
the structural steel would not need to withstand seimic loading following

an MSLB. Repair work to the structural steel will be necessary after an
NSLS to restore the structured integrity of the steel frae.

E84222. 01 - 14 -
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Gerea Cclusloo

o design besis few the UIV ygto -m be iegceded during a IN LI MU-

l" r Sinin A7W flow to en intact SC is sufficient to mitigate -

7"Coolia event. The PAR 4.atruwntation mhat be protected against the
IOCrvaOsd treWre.Ires ;. the valve vault to assure opersbi4itv for at least

one hour.

t84222.01 - is -
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Appendix 11

-ULIMITORQUE CORPORATIONR
a'': ',oo.a!' Rca. * BC- 5 A A nt nurc Virainia 2453c .E

Contract No. 8.Z26-829681
RD950429

Gentlemen:

Regarding subject purchase order, we are pleased to provide the following
information:

1. Our records indicate that the SB actuators, supplied on our
Order Number 3A1783-A, include Viton seals and 0-rings.

2. Our records indicate that the following actuators include
Buna N seals and O-rings:

Limitorgue 0/N

366860-A

-366860-B

Actuator S/N

183949 to 952

184112 to 115

3. Our records indica-te that the actuators listed in Item (2) above include
limit switches and torque switches of equivalent materials to those
included in the actuators qualified in report B0003. The temperature
index would therefore be equivalent.

Very truly yours,

LIMITORQUE CORPORATION

Li -

Sp P
Special Projects Engineer

JBD:dr
NEB '84 112 7

11/27/84- PL
cc: C. A andley, W7C126 C-K

MEDS, W5B63 C-K

0 2 v

Automated Valve Operators and Jacks for Industry

' '

kr\11.S

I2 11) , .-



Revision 01 02 03 Unit No. 1.
--2 EQS No. WBN-NEB-72-50

Preparer/Date , gc S TVA ID No,. _ -
____-_;-_________________v_-_'____________ha'_FT-72-13

Reviewer/Date 6 FT-72-34 -.

WBN EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION SHEET (EQS)

Manufacturer and Model No. -Barton 752
Verification of Table Information (Table 3.11-8 -

X Equipment Type - The equipment has been identified as per TVA ID
number designations (such as MOV, SOV).

X Location - The location has been identified (such as, inside primary
containment, annulus, individually cooled rooms, general spaces, or
area affected by HELB outside primary containment).

X: Component -A unique TVA ID- number has been assigned (such as
1-FSV-68'-308).'

X Function. - A'functional description of the component has been given
(such as steam generator blowdown).

X Coantract No., Manufacturer, and Model No. -The contract. number,
manufacturer, and model number have been given.

X -Abnormal .r AccidentcEnvironnent:-All abnormal or accident
5wsironmental conditions applicable to this equipment have been
identified either in tables or by references to figures from tables.

X Environment to-Which Qualified--The -environment to which the
equipment -has b;een qualified is-addressed in either the tables or
the environmental analysis attached.

X- X Category-- A category of a, b, -c,6 or-d has -been defined for the
equipments-.

X Operation and Accuracy Required and Demonstrated - The operation and
accuracy required and demonstrated have been defined.

Qualification Status (check if applicable, NA if-not)
Qualified Life (If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualified
life with a numerical-entry): 10 years

X Qualification Report and Method - A qualification report and the
-method of qualification has been identified on the Table Input Data
Sheet (TIDS-).

X Environmental Analysis - An environmental analysis has been done,
attached to the EQS, and independently reviewed by the responsible
organization.

N/A - Qualification by Similarity (if applicable) - A justification for
qualification by similarity is attached to the EQS considering all
the above factors and referenced to the appropriate tables.

X Qualification of Several Exact Components (if applicable) - When an
EQS is used for more than one item, a list of all exact components
is given as an appendix with all references to appropriate tables
with justification for qualification considering all the above factors.

N/A Interim Qualification (if applicable) - (Open item) - Component has
been determined to be qualified only for a limited interim
operation, an NCR has been written, and plan of action has been
determined to yield a qualified component.
Term of Interim Qualification
NCR No.

N/A Unqualified Component - (Open item) - (If applicable) - Component
has been determined to be unqualified; the following is attached to
EQS: NCR number, reason for nonqualification, and justification of
continued operation.
NCR No.

E95031.01



Preparer/Date L If X X /2/A-

Reviewer/Date

WBN-NEB-72-50
Appendix 1, Rev. 0
Sheet 1 of 1

The subject transmitters are qualified based on WCAP 8587, supplement 1,EQDP-ESE-4 and WCAP 8687, supplement 2, EQTR-E044.

The transmitters are located in the Auxiliary Building on elevation 713feet and in room A28. They are required to operate for the followingenvironmental conditions:

Normal

Temperature (OF)
Humidity (%)

* Pressure (lb/in2 a)
* Radiation (rads)

104
80
Atm
3.504 x 105 (40 years)

Accident

110 (1)
N/A
N/A
1 x 104

(1l)This condition could exist up to 30 days.

The transmitters are qualified to the following environmental conditions:

Temperature
Humidity
Pressure
Radiation

- 1300 F
- 95%
- Atm
- 1 x 105 rad

The transmitters are required to operate during and up to 30 days following
a LOCAi The required normal and accident environments are less severe thanthe environment to which the transmitters are qualified for, except for thetotal 40-year integrated dose of radiation.

The transmitters will see 8760 rads a year plus a possible 1 x 104 accidentdose which would yield a qualified life of 10 years.

Based on the above discussion, these transmitters are qualified for atleast 10 years.

References:

1. EN DES Calculation - 0588 Cat. and Oper. Time (Sys. 72 - NEB 840411223)

2. Environment Drawing 47E235-61

3. FSAR figure 12.3-5

4. WCAP-8687, Suplement 2 - EQTR-EQ4A; Barton Differential Pressure
Transmitter - Qualification Group B, Rev..2 (NEB 850130 354)

5. WCAP-8587, Supplement 1 - EQDP-ESE-4; Differential Pressure Transmitter- Qualification Group B, Rev. 6 (NEB 840807 357)

E95031.01



Revision 01 02
r AWL )4s1
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03 Unit No. 1&2
EQS No. WBN-NEB-94-48
TVA ID No. 

._

- See Appendix 1

WBN EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION SHEET (EQS)

Manufacturer and Model No. Westinghouse
Verification of Table Information (Table 3.11-4 . )

X Equipment Type - The equipment has been identified'as per TVA ID.''-;.-. > cnumbcer deisignatio-os e(-such ias -MOV,--SOVD..
X Location - The location has been identified (such as, inside primarycontainment, annulus, individually cooled rooms, general spaces, orarea affected by HELB outsi&e prim-ary containment).

--_ _ l-l.Component -.A unique TVA ID number has been assigned (such as
1-FSV-68-308).

X Function - A functional description of the componeht .has been given(such as steam generator blowdown).
:X Contract No., Manufacturer, and Model No. -The contract number,manufacturer, and model number have been given.
-X '-Abnodrmal or Accident Environment_ -All abnormal or accident

-environmental conditions' applicable 'to ;this equipment: have been
identified either in tables or by references to figures from tables.X.- Environment to. Which Qualif ied- - The environment to which theequipment has been qualified is addressed in either the tables or

-,.- the environmentaizana.lysis attached--;.------------
X Category - A category of a, b, c, or d has been defined for the

equipment.
X Operation and Accuracy Required and Demonstrated - The operation and' -accuracy required and demonstrated have been defined.

Qualification Status (check if applicable, NA if not)
Qualified Life (If equipment is qualified, indicate the qualifiedlife with-a numerical entry): N/A

-X Qualification Report and Method - A qualification report and themethod of qualification.has been identified-on the Table Input DataSheet (TIDS).
X Environmental Analysis - An environmental analysis has been done,attached to the EQS, and independently reviewed by the responsibleorganization.
N/A Qualification by Similarity (if applicable) - A justification forqualification by similarity is attached to the EQS considering allthe above factors and referenced to the appropriate tables.X Qualification of Several Exact Components (if applicable) - When anEQS is used for more than one item, a list of all exact components

is given as an appendix with all references to appropriate tables
with justification for qualification considering all the above factors.X Interim Qualification (if applicable) - (Open item) - Component hasbeen determined to be qualified only for a limited interim
operation, an NCR has been written, and plan of action has beendetermined to yield a qualified -component.
Term of Interim Qualification November 1985
NCR No. WBNNEB8410

N/A Unqualified Component - (Open item) - (If applicable) - Component
has been determined to be unqualified; the following is attached toEQS: NCR number, reason for nonqualification, and justification ofcontinued operation.
NCR No.
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Component

1-WTE-94-l
2-WTE-94- 1
1-WTE-94-2
2-WTE-94-2
1 -WTE-94-3
2-WTE-94-3
1 -WTE-94-4
2-WTE-94-4
1-WTE-94-5
2-WTE-94-5
I-WTE-94-6
2-WTE-94-6
1-WTE-94-7
2-WTE-94-7
1-WTE-94-8
2-WTE-94-8
1 -WTE-94-9
2-WTE-94-9
1 -WTE-94-10
2-WTE-94-10
1-WTE-94-11
2-WTE-94- 11
1 -WTE-94-12
2-WTE-94-12
1 -WTE-94-13
2-WTE-94-13
1-WTE-94-14
2-WTE-94-14
1-WTE-94-15
2-WTE-94-15
1-WTE-94-16
2-WTE-94-16
1-WTE-94-17
2-WTE-94- 17
1-WTE-94-18
2-WTE-94- 18
1-WTE-94-19
2-WTE-94- 19
I -WTE-94-20
2-WTE-94-20
1 -WTE-94-21
2-WTE-94-21

1-WTE-94-22
2-WTE-94-22
1-WTE-94-23
2-WTE-94-23
1-WTE-94-24
2-WTE-94-24
I-WTE-94-25
2-WTE-94-25
I -WTE-94-26
2-WTE-94-26
1-WTE-94-27
2-WTE-94-27
1-WTE-94-28
2-WTE-94-28
1-WTE-94-29
2-WTE-94-29
1-WTE-94-30
2-WTE-94-30
1-WTE-94-31
2-WTE-94-31
1 -WTE-94-32

2-WTE-94-3 2
1-WTE-94-33
2-WTE-94-33
1-WTE-94-34
2-WTE-94-34
1-WTE-94-35
2-WTE-94-35
1-WTE-94-36
2-WTE-94-36
1-WTE-94-37
2-WrE-94-37
1-WTE-94-38
2-WTE-94-38
1-WTE-94-39
2-WTE-94-39
1-WrE-94-40
2-WTE-94-40
1-WTE-94-41
2-WTE-94-41
1-WTE-94-42
2-WTE- 94-42

Preparer/Date

Reviewer/Date

Alan W. Lewis 6/8/84

David L. Kirby 6/8/84 le 4/iesE64160.01
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mPot-ent

1 -WE-94-43
2-WTE-34-43
1-WTE-94-44
2.4 ,r .,.4-44
12-WTE-94-45
2-WTE-94-45
I -WTE-94-46
2-WTE-94-46
2-WTE-94-47
2TE,94 47

2-WTE-94-48
I -WTE-94-4q
.. - - . .

2-WTE-94-49
1WTE94-4
2-WTE-94-54

9 -T-4-50

2-WTE94-501
1-WTE-94-522 -WTE-94 -512

1-WTE=94-53
2 -WTE-94-53
1 -WTE-94-54

2-WTE-94-54
1-WTE-94-55
2-WTE-94-55
1-WTE-94-56
2-WTE-94-56
1-WTE-94-57
2-WTE-94-57

I=WTE-94'-582-WTE -- 94--58

1 -WTE-94--59
2-WTE-94-59

1:-WTE-94-60
2-~WTE--94--60

2-WWTE-94--61
21-WTE- 94'-6
1-WTE-94--62
. .1-WTE-94-63

2-WTE'-94--63

1-WTE-94-64

2:WTE=94-65

Appendix 2 contains the justification for- interim operation. This
justification is based on Westinghouse letter' WAT-D-6376 (NEB 850201 610).

Preparer/Date Alan W. Lewis 6/8/84

David L. Kirby 6/8/84 / r ;6 z/y
Reviewer/Date
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The Class lE thermocouples, cables, connectors, and the reference junction
box located inside containment form part of a core exit temperature
monitoring system to be qualified for use during and after a design basisLOCA, MSLB, qr seismic event. In addition to the accident environment towhich components inside containment might be subjected, the thermocouple
junctions in the reactor vessel are to be qualified for operation in theevent that a LOCA might lead to an inadequate core cooling- (ICC). The DBEconditions to which the components are to be qualified, therefore, include
a 3270F peak temperature MSLB simulation (the Westinghouse generic
profile up to 4200f provides adequate margin for the Watts Bar
application) with caustic spray and, for the thermocouple measuring
junctions, a 22000F peak temperature inadequately cooled core simulation
(which provide adequate margin over the Watts Bar PCT of 2l71"F).

The Westinghouse qualification program is presently incomplete. The
thermocouple and reference junction box test sequence has been completed
and approved test reports have been submitted to TVA by Westinghouse. Thetest sequence steps of accelerated thermal aging, normal radiation, andseismic simulation have been completed on the connectors, but a retest isunder way and is scheduled to be completed the end of February 1985. Thesplices have undergone a confidence test consisting of radiation and 24-hour HELB test. The status of completed testing and the justification forinterim operation of the system is provided below.

Thermocouples

The thermocouples, including the measuring junctions and portions of
stainless steel sheathed cable located inside the vessel, have been
subjected to seismic and LOCA conditions and demonstrated successful
performance during and after the dynamic simulations. Accelerated thermalaging was not required because there are- no organic materials in the
thermocouple and effects of high (normal) irradiation were considered indeveloping dynamic test inputs.

The seismic simulation test was conducted by shaker table using controlled
multi-frequency test inputs. The thermocouples were subjected to five
Operating Basis Earthquakes (OBE) and four Safe Shutdown Earthquakes (SSE).The LOCA vibration simulation test was conducted by shaker table usingrandom multi-frequency test inputs.

Throughout the test 'sequence no structural damage was observed and the
thermocouples functioned properly.

Preparer/Date Alan W. Lewis 6/8/84 6 DIw Z/8/S

Reviewer/Date David L. Kirbv 6/8/84 A v z/n.5
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A length :of .thermocouplge~ _qAlle, willbe, included .in --the upcomingquta'lificati-on 'tes~t, -for hecoqnnec-tors -and Re ference Jepncti qytDox .- splice.
Since'-thi's 'is-mineral-insulated-cable with a stainless steel'sheath, there

* are no organic materials in the cable that would be susceptible ito
radiation--thermal aging..-. The ..cable, being..tested,.has., pQtting adztptors. ,
(me:tatl tubes':brazed to the 'cab.le and filled with .potting compound) on.. both
ends to provide -a sufficient size diameter to facilitate a swagelock seal
on the cable ends.- The cable will be sealed to a Reference Junction Box on
one -end and&the._splice on. the_.other .end.-

LEMO 'Connecto'rs-'' -' ."-' --. :.."' 1; -

The thermocouple LEMO connector. assemblies have been subjected to
accelerated thermal aging and irradiation (gamma and beta) and seismic
simulation.- The-testprogram -is being repeated because the radiation testdose -was -not adequate. to simulate the required postaccident dose. The test
criteria -of the conne-ctors/adaptors.and--the mineral-insulated cable is that
they maintain a continuous signal with-.no effect on the accuracy of the
system. - - - ' .

Th e-connector components are made .of Ryton R-74, designed 'to.:tolerate high
radiation- exposure. Add-ti-onally--the-meta-l-:outr-sheath provides somea-

* shield-'ing zaga-'ins't: expos'ure.-''Based on-' these facts, -the additional radiation
exposure is not anticipated to cause any changes in the previous successful
test re.su-ts._' '.'

A 'confidence test of the effects of a LOCA environment on a new LEMO
connector -has-shown -no 'effect 'on the accuracy of the thermocouple reading.

The-confidence test consisted of two separate tests. In the first test two
LEMO connectors 'were connected to two thermocouples at room temperature
with a recorder attached to monitor results. One connector was dipped in a
solution of 2750 ppm boron adjusted to a pH of 10.7 at 250c with sodium
hydroxide. The other connector was left exposed to a normal atmosphere.
During the 24-hour exposure period both channels of output maintained an
accurate output. The second test was.set.up in the same manner except that
the thermocouples were placed in a 4 000F oven and the connectors were
both placed in a dry test vessel. One connector was fitted with Raychem
splice material to provide a watertight seal. A 24-hour steam test on the
conductor was performed (this would be the same test conditions used for
all HELB testing as discussed in Westinghouse WCAP 8587 Methodology for
Qualifying Westinghouse WRD Supplied NSSS Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment). During this 24-hour test again both channels of output
maintained an accurate output. These results are considered relevant to
the question of performance of aged qualification units because the
tendancy for moisture to enter the unprotected connectors is the same for

Preparer/Date Alan W. Lewis 6/8/84 OR v ,/f f

Reviewer/Date David L. Kirbv 6/8/84
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both new and aged samples. No evidence exists to suggest that theconnectors will be more sensitive to LOCA effects. Pending completion ofthe entire sequence of connector tests, the results of the LOCA test of hewconnectors lend confidence of successful performance of the installedconnectors. This new LEMO connector is the same as those installed atWatts Bar.

Reference Junction Box Splices

The splices which are to be used on the new-style Reference Junction Boxare also being qualified as part of the ESE-43 program which is presentlynot completed. The qualification program of the Reference Junction Boxrequired a design change to improve the environmental sealing of the box.The installation of the improved new-style box requires a splice betweenthe mineral insulated cable (which is part of the box) to the organicthermocouple extension cable. The splice consists of an Amp connectorbonding the two wire ends, covered by Raychem heat shrink tubing. Theentire splice area is surrounded by Dow Corning 738 sealant which isenclosed in a metal outer sheath. The sealant has excellent thermalqualities, (long-term exposure to -85°F to 3600F will not degrade itsperformance), good dielectric properties, and when broken down is notcorrosive. A confidence test,- consisting of radiation to 165 Mrads gammaand 1290 Mrads beta plus a 24-hour steam test (utilizing the same HELB testconditions as discussed in WCAP 8587) was performed on two samples of thesplice. One splice exhibited an intermittent output which upon disassemblyproved to be a bad crimp on one wire. The monitoring system for the othersplice recorded an unexplainable offset for three minutes during the 24-hour test. Since upon inspection both splices appeared satisfactory (withthe exception of the bad crimp), the confidence test is judged to haveproven the capability of the splice to -perform satisfactorily thru theentire test sequence.

Due to the nature of the splice and the method of installation, the splicewould not be subjected to any stresses which would cause concern during aseismic event.

Pending completion of the entire sequence of tests on the final connectionsystem, the results of the LOCA test of new connectors lend confidence ofsuccessful performance of the installed equipment.

Reference Junction Box (RJB)

The RJB have been subjected to seismic and Design Basis Event High EnergyLine Break condition required to simulate normal and accident operation ofthe unit over its expected life. The test phases included: thermal aging,gamma radiation, simulated seismic events and HELB/postaccident tests.

Preparer/Date- Alan W. Lewis 6/8/84 WtZ /elf/?

Reviewer/Date David L. Kirby 6/8/84
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The seismic -simulation et was'conduc-ted'by shak-ert-able' usin'g controlled
multi- *equency mu-l'i--axi'xts' itnputs. The eqii-iment wa-s'tes ted -~ i'nimum
of five OBE and f6ur SSE -conditions.

The thermal aging
The` age-sensitive
aged at 1200C.
listed below: -

tests look at the age-sensitive components of the RJB.
copmonents were installed in the aging oven and thermally
The age-sensitive components and the aging time are

Phase -I-
. . . 7 .. . . ... .. . . ". . -

-,:Material

E po xy -

Silicone Laminate,"
kENFlOO Heat "Shrink

-Temperature

12 0C
10C--120 C

Tubing"-' 120C

--- -Time

..I 522 hours-'
'.- "' 25.8 hours

' 180.4 hours
-:' 92.9 -hurs- '

'Activation
- Energv--

1.-000 eV
I.-460 eV
1.'161 eV
1.-263 'eV

I. - -

Materilal

Silicone Rubber

--- -. Phrnse II

. . . . -

- Temperature-

1200C

T-ime

26'hours

Activation-

' 0Energv

' '1.460 eV

The RJB was irradiated to 1.65x108 rads to cover both gamma and beta
dose equivalent radiation.

Maintenance

The incore thermocouple system will be included in our Qualification
Maintenance Program.

References

1.
2.
3 .
4.,
5 .

WCAP-8687, Supp. 2-E44A, RO*
WCAP-8587, Supp. 1-EQDP-ESE-44A, RO*
WCAP-8687, Supp. 2-E43A, RO*
WCAP-8587,- Supp. l-EQDP-ESE-43A, RO*
Westinghouse letter WAT-D-6376 (NEB 850201 610)

*These WCAPs were submitted to TVA by Westinghouse letter WAT-D-6332 (NEB
850115 602).
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